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The Black Cat
By the Roving Reporter

Son Presented Nation's Second Highest

Maine Clam Production

Award For Dad Who Died In Korea
X

State and Federal Agencies are
being called on by Maine clam dig
gers and fishermen to look into the
green crab menace which is mak
ing definite inroads on Maine clam
production. Personnel of the De
partment of Sea and Shore Fisher
ies and the Federal Clam Investi
gation have been compiling infor
mation and carrying out experi
ments on this species of crab, which
has been increasing in such great
numoers that it is a menace to one
of Maine's million-dollar seafood
Industries.
This little fellow is the long leg
ged, yellow spotted green crab
found hiding under seaweeds and
rocks along the shores. It feeds by
burrowing into the clam flat, silt
or sand, crushing a clam's shell,
and consuming the body meat.
Crab burrows have been found that
measure 9 1-2 inches.
John Olud. chief of the Federal
Clam Investigation, and Dana Wal
lace Shellfish Specialist of the De
partment of Sea and Shore Fisher
ies, have pointed out that, if each
crab on the Maine coast destroyed
one clam a day, the impact on the
digger's take of clams would be
considerable.
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In subscribing to The CourierGazette for another six month®,
Mrs. Ernestine Grey of Boston
writes: We read and enjoy every
issue of The Courier-Gazette very
much. First it is read by my hus
band and I. second by my daugh
ter and husb-nd (Mr. and Mr*.
Elmer Conary) third by my
brother-in-law. Gwynne Gray, for
merly of Camden, and last, but not
! least, it is sent to my nephew, Pvt.
i Robert Gray, serving overseas. It
sure has a way ol getting around
in our family."

Besides the observations of clam
One of the nation's highest hon
diggers regarding the great increase
ors, the Distinguished Service Cross
of crabs along the shores, herring
has been awarded posthumously to
seiners, operating stop seines in
Master Sergeant Clarence A. Peter
shallow waters, have reported tak
son. son of Mr and Mrs Albert Pe*
ing as many as one hundred bush
j terson, 166 South Mam street,
els of green crabs In a set.
Rockland.
The award was given to his nine
To date, the green crab has no
year old son Harry, in ceremonies at
commercial value other than small
Camp Campbell, Kentucky at which
numbers being used for fish bait
Hard cider is dangerous stuff.
the soldiers widow Mrs. Annie Peand a limited market around New
So
Frederick Washburn, a Minot
i terson Day was present.
York as a food delicacy.
farmer, learned when County and
Peterson
was
killed
in
action
in
J
There is a great deal of specula
State authorities took him in cusKorea on March 26, 1951 in an as
tion as to how the green crabs ar
i tody after they had seized 2000
sault on a North Korean machine
rived on the Maine shore. Some
i gallons of his aged apple juice He
gun emplacement. He had taken
fishermen say that the Bureau of
will be tried next Tuesday.
over command of his unit after
Fisheries brought them to these
higher ranking officers had been
waters but Glud and Wallace found
A booklet ' Wyoming Wild Life,"
killed and is credited with killing
after searching through old Bu
has been left at this office for R.
five enemy soldiers in the action
reau of Fisheries records and inter
W. Tyler.
before his death.
viewing Capt. George Greenleaf
Peterson
had
been
in
the
Army
Hero father and infant son.
of Boothbay Harbor, former skipper
“I miss the sound of sleighbells,"
since 1941 and was a prisoner of The lad. now nine, received his
of Bureau research vessels along
remarked a Rockland man yester
father's
medal.
war
in
Germany
for
four
months.
the Coast of Maine that there is
day, "and there’s something else
South Thomaston's Pathfinder in miniature as built by the skilled hands of Capt. Horton. The craft, He was in Japan later and re-en
He is buried in Arlington Nation
no record of the Bureau ever hav a three
I miss, the crunching noise made
masted bark, was launched in the 'Keag in 1852 and died on Cape Hatteras enroute to Philadelphia listed at the end of World War 2.
al Cemetery.
ing anything to do with green from South American ports. The model is exact in every detail and is much sought after by collectors.
by wagon wheels on the snowy
crabs. Nor could they find any ba
highways."
“Jingle Bells” exist
sis for the story that this species of
now only in song, for the State
Married
crab had ever been raised or lib Matinicus Couple
Highway Department removes the
erated by any agency on the Maine
Same Day Observed Their
snow so thoroughly that sleighing
coast.
is next to impossible. No more
Anniversary On Island
Records do show that the green
school sleighrides to Camden, War
Mrs,
Jack
Ivari
of
Union
Chosen
General
crabs were common along the
A genial old seafarer and his
ren or South Hope. Happy days,
Maine Coast in the early IMO's bride of 58 years quietly observed
existing only in "Memory’s Realm."
Chairman
of
Finnish-American
Affair
Oldtimers believe that the crab another milestone in their mar
population was kept under control ried life Monday, a journey through
Almost every citizen has some
Union Meeting
in past years by the extreme cold life which started Jan. 14. 1894 on
Communlty chairmen from all Hamalainen of Rockland, Mrs. resort along Main street, where he
and heavy shore ice which not only Matinicus I 1: nd.
drops in to pass the time of day
Patrick McHugh Scheduled restricted
over Knox County were present Robert Laaka of Cushing. Mrs Atheir feeding but crushed
Capt. and Mrs. George E. Horton
and spend a few idle moments.
fred
Harjula
of
Thomaston,
Mr.
To Address the Seafood them.
Tuesday night at a meeting at the
of Cedar street received friends
Such a place was the Knight &
and Mrs. Robert McKinley of
Workers At GAR Hall
Community Building to make plans
Hill tailor shop. Those w’ere the
The Conservation Department of during the evening Monday and
Union,
days when municipal politics
for the county Finnish-American
Capt. Thomas Eagan, local repre- Massachusetts and clam producing generally enjoyed the anniversary,
Mrs Ruby Mackinen of South
sentlve of the Atlantic Fishermens towns have had a similar problem complete with a wedding cake.
dance u> be held Feb. 1 for the Thomaston, Mrs. Raymond Rack boiled, where candidates were made
Matinicus Couple's Anniversary
Union, announces a meeting of for many years and have tried var
benefit of the March of Dimes liff of Spruce Head, Mr. and Mrs. and elections were settled. Col.
Knight himself became mayor,
Too
campaign.
seafood workers at the Grand Army ious methods of controlling the
Charles Salo of Appleton, Mrs. Jalo
after a spirited campaign in which
green hordes. Charles Wheeler,1
Hall the evening of Jan. 21
Mrs.
Jack
Ivari
of
Union
was
Ranta of Rockland. Mr. and Mrs.
The day was more or less a
marine
biologist
with
the
Mass
Patrick McHugh, New England
elected general chairman for the Oliver Holden of Rockland, Mrs. he defeated the late Mervyn ap
double celebration for them, for
head of the union, is scheduled to achusetts Department of Conser another couple, married in the
dance which will feature a pro James Cousens of Rockland, Jack Rice.
be present and speak to the work vation, reported that Massachu same home, by the same minister
gram depicting Finnish folk lore. Ivari of Union, John Ungvari of
One year ago: Scarlet fever in
ers. He is expected to discuss union setts coastal towns had tried, in and the same evening 58 years ago.
Finnish food and music, and wait Union and Henry Marsh of Rock
the Bassick District, closed the
organization in Rockland and past year, to deplete the green, were. too. celebrating their anni
resses dressed in the native cos land.
'Keag
schools — The Penobscot
especially in the Birds Eye fillet crabs through trapping but the versary on Matinicus. Mr. and
tumes of Finland.
People of Warren who were to
plant where workers have voted to crabs were caught in such great Mrs. Frank W. Ames, of Matinicus,'
Charles Salo of Appleton will hold another Finnish-American River was free of ice—Bernard L.
accept the union as their bargain number that funds were soon ex lifelong fgiends of the Hortons’
greet all the Finnish people pres dance for the benefit of the Knox Gray was installed as master of
hausted.
ing agent.
ent at the dance in their native County March of Dimes campaign Rockland Lodge, F.A.M. Deaths:
held their observance on the
Federal and State biologists plan Is’apd. The couple have exchanged
Eagan stated Tuesday that Mc
language and music will be fur will co-ordinate their dance with Mrs. Andrew Munro, 84; West
Hugh has been in conference with to continue trapping experiments greetings each year on the anni
nished by the orchestra of Oliver the county dance to be held here Rockport, Mrs. Arthur Clark, 77;’
Waldoboro. Mrs. John F. Libby, 83.
Boston officials of General Foods to evaluate the effectiveness of this versary of their double wedding.
Niemi of Tenant’s Harbor. The and will also supply workers.
relative to two steel draggers being method of eradication in small
dance,
which
will
be
open
to
the
The
planning
committee
for
the
Rev. B S Filield joined the two
Firemen answered 38 alarms in
transferred to Boston recently from areas where results can be mea couple-; first performing the cere
public, will be held at the Com dance will meet Tuesday, Jan. 29,
December, of which 25 were actual
sured. To give a lead on the density mony for the Hortons and then for
munity Building here.
Rockland.
at 7.30 p. m. at the Community
fires, 22 being in buildings. The
McHugh is reported to have re of population in certain heavliy in Mr. Ames and his bride.
Named to the committee on ar Building to make further plans for
remaining
three were a brush fire,
fested
areas,
crabs
are
being
tagged.
('apt. and Mrs. Horton. 58 years wed on Monday, who observed the rangements were
ceived an answer to his questions
Mrs. Simon the affair.
It was Mrs Albert Mills of Cam
an automobile and a rubbish fire.
which was satisfactory to him. The return on the tags can be used den street. Rockland, daughter of day by entertaining friends and enjoying their company in a reception
Chimney fires accounted for eight
at their Cedar street home.
Also, Eagan said that company as a population gauge.
the clergyman, who provided the
] Charles, Mr. and Mrs. Fred Mc- of the calls and oil burners for
Staples
Reunion
| tain Horton’s possession through
In summary, Wallace and Glud wedding cake for the anniversary ] years.
officials assured the union that the
Phee.
nine. The loss from the 26 fires
The change from sail to steam the late Willis Snow who discovcraft would be returned to Rock said that “those who wish for a Monday.
Also in attendance were the fol amounted to an estimated $1395.
good
hard
Winter
with
plenty
of
land in the Spring.
Mrs Horton was the former saw him follow the trend to be- ered it stored in a loft at Snow Entire Family Was Together lowing: Sandra Mae, Freeland E. 1Ice and cold certainly have a lot Orrisa Winnie Norton of Matini come an unlimited master of steam Shipyards many years ago.
For the First Time In Jr., and Darrell Wayne, children]
From the builder’s model he took
of logic in thinking that in the cus. while Capt. Horton is a native powered vessels
of Mr. and Mrs. Freeland Staples, j
POWER USERS
Twelve Years
$5.00 OF GROCERIES
present, as in the past, freezing up of Stonington.
He trod the bridge of several the measurements and proceeded
Mrs. Lloyd Brann, Mrs. Ida Smith
the crabs and destroying their
Mrs. Ames was the former Adelia | ships which he took across nine to build the vessel in miniature.
OR CASH
A family reunion was held at the and Frank Warren.
OWL’S HEAD
eggs should go a long way toward Philbrook of Matinicus with her times on innumerable trips to the ' Unlike most ship models, she is home of Charles E. Staples. 40 Wil- J
To anyone for getting me a
SOUTH
THOMASTON
The occasion was a very happy
suitable house or apartment
assuring that man, rather than husband also a native of the island. ' West Coast and South America. He ribbed and planked as the origi
low
street.
Dec.
25.
This
was
the
There
will
be an inter
one.
A
roast
turkey
dinner
wasj
TEL. 8120 OR SEE MANAGER OF green crabs, may reap the harvest i
was granted pilot’s papers covering nal vessel was.
first time in 12 years that the entire served with the usual fixings to [ ruption of Power Service
SUPER A & P STORE
Former Courier Correspondent
. ,
,
Every
detail
of
rigging,
blocks,
of the flats. However, experiments
(the eastern seaboard from EastMrs. Horton was for several years ] port t0 Norfolk to go along with small boats, deck planking and family was present at one time. accompany it.
in Owl's Head, Ash Point
Included in the gathering were the
After dinner was over an enjoy-!
The Courier-Gazette’s correspond- hjg master-s ticket which was first houses and doors were made by
and
South
Thomaston
following
:
able evening was spent in playing |
ent on Matinicus. She continued ts,suecj
;895
him. The detail continues, even
Charles E. Staples, Mrs. Dorothy |
from
1
to
3
P.
M.
canasta, bridge, cribbage and after j
to serve the paper for some years
down to tiny hinges for the doors,
STORE-WIDE
Thirty Years On Yachts
M.
Williams,
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Herbert'
dinner
conversation.
Corporal
when she and Capt. Horton came
and blocks which work perfectly.
TOMORROW—
Staples, Mr. and Mrs. Freeland Charles Staples was home on a 10-1
In addition to his time in sail,
to the city after making their
The model is a treasure which
FRIDAY,
JAN. 18
and steam commercial vessels, he he intends to keep against all the E. Staples, Sr., Mr. and Mrs. Frank day furlough and this was the first
home on the island for a year.
lin Smith, Corporal Charles Staples Christmas he has been home since:
Central
Maine
found 30 years of service as master offers of collectors.
Eighteen
Captain To Sea At 11
of some of the finest yachts in an months of work went into the of the United States Army, now entering the service in 1943.
Capt. Horton went before the era when big steam yachts were
stationed in Fort George Meade,
Power Co.
craft, longer perhaps than it took
Md., Mrs. Mildred Staples and son' Subscribe to The Courier-Gazette
mast on coasting vessels at the age '
fashion.
MEN’S DEPT.
to build the original.
of 14. but soon graduated to deep
His last command was the steam
The home on Cedar street which
STORM COATS
water vessels and eventually com yacht Koehto owned by Atwater
the couple have owned for 45
A Coat You Will Be
manded the windjammers. Both Kent and which was 175 feet in
years is as trim and neat as any
Proud To Own
three masters and square riggers j length. He had his day with diesel ship the Captain ever commanded.
Formerly
NOW
came under his command over the power too in the yacht Pomona Responsibility there is divided be45.00
$29.98
■• 1 '
■
• ~ ] which he cruised from Newfound- between the Captain and his pert I
55.00
44.98
are underway along the New Eng-! ianc( to the British West Indies little helpmate who has been at
land coast by Federal and State several trips.
his side well over half a century.
conservation people to see if man
Now 81, the captain figures he
can work out some means of exter is retired. He came ashore sev
minating the green hordes or pro eral years ago and established cot Taxes Nearly Paid
tecting the clams from this men tages and operated a party and
ace."
fishing boat at Maple Juice Cove Over Half Million Levy For
in Cushing until two years ago.

POLIO DANCE HEADS NAMED

JANUARY SALE!

SPORT SHIRTS

DANCING

In Fancy and Solid Colon
Values to
NOW
5.50
$3.49

EVERY SAT. NIGHT

4.29

7.95

SPORT COATS

AT

PANT SPECIAL

Wool Pants in stripes, shark
Many patterns from our regu
skins and flannels
lar stock now offered at
ALL WOOLS
Greater Savings
Values to
NOW
Values to
NOW 14.95
$10.98
29.50
$19.98
PART WOOLS
8.98
25.95
16.98 10.05
WE ALSO OFFER HIGH GRADE
MERCHANDISE AT REMARKABLE SAVINGS
IN OUR MODERN BOYS' SHOP

OUR TAILOR SHOP
AT YOUR SERVICE

OFFINS
MfNS AND
BOYS
CLOTHING
K■1'i: 5 Hi NG S SHOES AND UNIFORMS
389 MAIN ST RuCKLANO ME

BREEZEMERE
Lincolnville Ctr., Rte. 137

Come and Please the Big Man!
Admission 60c tax inc.
HEATED HALL

Master Model Builder l oo
In his spare time he has built
a model of the three-masted bark
Pathfinder which is sought by
several collectors of fine ship
models.
The Pathfinder was launched at
Sou’h Thomaston in 1852 and lived
an adventurous life, which ended
in wreckage on Ca.pe Hatteras on a
run from South America to Phila
delphia.
The original builder's half model
of the Pathfinder came into Cap-

ANNUAL
SOUTHEND P.T.A. CARD PARTY
Friday, Jan. 18—7.30 to 10 P. M.

SOUTH SCHOOL
EXCELLENT DOOR AND TABLE PRIZES.
Proceeds to Landscaping and Equipment.

REFRESHMENTS.

DONATION 50c
6-8

1951 Collected Except a
$53,859.54 Balance

Approximately 90 percsent of
the city tax commitment for the
year 1951 was collected by the end
of the year, according to a report
made Monday by City Manager
Farnsworth. Out of a total commitment of $524,124.84 handed to
Tax Collector Carl Nelson by the
assessor last Spnhg, all but $53,859.54 has trickled into the city
coffers.
December was. as usual, the
heaviest month for payments as
property owners anted up before
the deadline for interest charges
on Dec. 31. In December, $143,124.16 was paid in.
A balance of $53,859.54 remained
uncollected at the end of the year
which will be subject to interest
charges when paid.

It still remains the foremost
problem of 1952—that of knowing
where to park and how fast you
can jump.

SALE STARTS SAT., JAN. 19th
165 Pairs Red Cross

$6.95

50 Pairs Natural Bridge

$3.95

200 PAIRS DIFFERENT MAKES

ONLY
v/'zv

PAIR
IN OUR 12th SEMI-ANNUAL SALE THIS YEAR
WE ARE OFFERING THE BEST BUYS FOR
YOUR MONEY EVER OFFERED

310 MAIN ST.-- -- -- ROCKLAND
DONALD J. CHISHOLM, Prop.

I

Tuwaiy-TTHJhaiy-Mirau
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Editor, FRANK A. WINSLOW

Bates College Students To
Enjoy Sports At Snow
Bowl Feb. 10

[EDITORIAL]
CINCINATTIS VOICE
A cross section of Cincinnati voters. 1500 in number,
were interrogated as to their choice for the Republican
Presidential nomination. Cincinnati is the home city of
the first announced candidate. Senator Taft, and gave him
a tremendous majority when he ran for re-election to the
Senate in 1950. Judge, then, the surprise which will be oc
casioned by the announcement that Eisenhower has outpolled Senator Taft 43 to 39 percent. Straw voting may not
amount lo much but when 1500 persons are questioned at
random and they return a verdict so much at variance,
there would seem to be a bit of significance. Perhaps opti
mistic Senator Brewster might be able to explain it.

Winter sports enthusiasts from
the Bates College campus will en- I
Joy an all-day outing to the Cam- t
den Snow Bowl as a climax to the,
three-day Winter Carnival spon-'
sored by the campus Outing Club,
Peb. 10. The Carnival, beginning
Feb. 7 following mid-year examina
tions, is the 32d annual all-campus
affair. This year the theme is “Hol
iday In Hades” and is under the
direction of Dorothy Wood '52, of
Seekonk. Mass and Fled Russell,
'53 of Cranston. R. I , and their
working committee heads.
The all-day outing to Camden
will include skiing, skating, tobog
ganing and indoor games. Special
buses will leave the campus at 9.30
a m. and return at 5 30 p. m. The
students will carry their lunches
from the campus
Directing this first outing to the
Snow Bowl are Mary-Ann Brynnen, '53 of New Providence, N. J.,
and Webster Brockelman '52 of
Framingham Mass
A vesper service in the Bates
Chapel at 7.30 p. m will conclude
the Winter Carnival activities. Feb.
10 The service is being planned by
Eleanor Wolfe, '52 of Pawtucket,

WOULD RUN AGAINST TAFT
President Truman hasn't fully made up hls mind about
running again, except that he is determined to be a can
didate if Senator Taft is nominated. Evidently he foresees
easy picking, but he might be as greatly mistaken as the
Dewev forces were in 1948

FOR THE ARMED FORCES
Tlie House Tuesday approved a 10 percent "cost of
living’’ raise for the Armed Forces and against Uncle Sam's
pocketbook goes a boost of military payrolls, amounting to
$832,000,000 a year. The Maine delegation voted against the
measure, on the ground that debate was limited by the "gag’’
rule, but the result was overwhelming—261 to 89 Repre
sentative Nelson opposed the form of the bill on the ground
of inflation.

PLEDGED TO EISENHOWER
The Columbian Republican League of New York, com
posed of Americans of Kalian origin, and which is said to
have a political voice of 2,700,000 voters, has pledged its
active support to the Eisenhower movement.

R. I.

New Term Opens

FOR QUICK ACTION

Rapid Progress Being Made
At Rockland School Of
Commerce
The new term has opened at the
Rockland School of Commerce,
both in the day and evening
classes.
Beginning and advanced stu
dents have enrolled. Dr. Roy E
Adams, principal of the school, an
nounced and they include residents
of Thomaston, Camden. Waldoboro
and Union, as well as local people.
Among the new students are: Mrs
Mildred Shaw of Thomaston, Miss
Lottie L. Niles of Camden. Law
rence Nadeau of Waldoboro, Re
gina Dickinson and Mrs. Elizabeth
Coyne of this city, the latter a
part-time student in the day
classes. Mrs. Ethel Cain of Cam
den and Carl Cunningham of
Union.
Rapid progress is being made
by those in the Thomas shorthand
class. Miss Elizabeth Herrick has
just passed an official test of 120
words per minute.
In the evening school new classes

The Japanese Peace Treaty has gone to the United
States Senate for ratification. The wiser the Senate, the
more speedily will it ratify the treaty and the accompanying
security pact.
There is a disposition ill some quarters to use the threat
of nonratifleation in order to persuade Japan to recognize
the Chiang regime on Formosa We believe such a purpose
to be self-defeating. The good will to be won from the
Japanese by speedy ratification can bring far greater divi
dends m post-treaty co-operation and enlightened action
than can formal policy commitments exacted under pressure.
Any concessions wrung from the Yoshlda government
as the price of soverlgnty could result in a dangerous weak
ening of that government at home, whereas a sovengn Japan
appealed to on grounds of rational self-interest is likely to
be a far more reliable and willing partner of the United
States under all eventualities. As a. matter of fact,. the
Japanese people know that the United States for its own good
must ratify the treaty and security pact; hence last-minute
coercive pressures would seem particularly ill-advised.
A clean, swift ratification could clear the Pacific air of
the sort of misrepresentation already trying to fog up Japan
ese-American relations—Christian Science Monitor.
in typing and accounting are at
tracting great interest. As a new
evening school instructor, the
Rockland School of Commerce is
fortunate in having Lewis Levitt
as a member of the faculty. He
has charge of the typewriting
courses and of a class in beginning
accounting. These classes meet on

Monday and Thursday evenings,
from 7 to 9.
Part time students are welcome
in the day school to take such sub
jects as they especially desire.
Pull details are available at the
school, or a telephone call or let
ter will quickly supply any Infor
mation needed.

am>/weasy saves
SOMUCHT/ME
AND WORK, TOO f

This Best-Selling
EASY SPINDRIER
Only

179

and your old washer
(plus sales tax

Thousands Sofd For209.95
You can’t beat this BIG-VALUE
EASY for savings. Saves time
with famous two-tub washing
and rinsing action. Does whole
week’s wash in less than 1 hour.
THRIFTY Automatic Spinrinse uses but 3 gallons of warm
water to double-rinse clothes
cleaner in three minutes. You
just turn a tap!
EXTRA-VALUE features in
clude: Handy Swing Faucets...
to make washday easier, faster.
Exclusive new EASY "Cleanflow” Water Filter takes out
rust and other staining impuri
ties from water before washing
and rinsing clothes.

I
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By Ralph W Tyler
Well, the big news over the last ucational projects with possible
week in hunting and fishing circles, prizes for greatest and most ef
both locally and Statewide, was the fective effort.
In mid afternoon a pair of 8x50
annual meeting of the Maine Fish
mm binoculars was presented to
& Game Association Inc at Skow Earl Conant by secretary Tom
hegan Sunday Jan 13.
Brown for MF.G.A. who paid Earl
The event showed a turnout of
a handsome tribute for the period
most of the State's Fish and Game he was its executive and for his
Department officials
and fine willingness under stress of great
weather and excellent driving con
increase in his business duties to re
ditions over most of the main high main on in an advisory capacity.
ways brought leading sportsmen
It is impossible to outline the
from all comers of Maine into that
whole
speaking program here due
busy town on the Kennebec.
Lew Colomy of Hallowell was re to limitations on space for this
elected president, as was vice pres column but there were many others
ident Jim Carr of Richmond and all in the service of conservation,
education for the improvement of
' secretary Tom Brown of Perry.
Attending the meeting from Knox Maine's natural resources.
The Skowhegan
Grange fur
County were Fred Maxey of Thom
aston, Carl Griffith and Elliot nished a baked ham dinner and an
Smith of Rockland and "yours estimated 150 sportsmen and State
truly,’’ all members of the local officials attended.
The meeting wound up with a
i club.
i In delivering his opening address short talk and motion pictures
to all members. President Colomy narrated by’ Harry Dufresne of
j touched on the worst of many prob Kittery, secretary of the New
lems of Maine sportsmen such as Hampshire Federation of Sports
posted lands, pollution, deer jack- mens' Clubs, who although very se
i ing, localized judicial apathy to rious in his purpose, furnished most
fish and game violations and poli of the comedy relief of the meeting
tics in the M-F.G.A. In support of with his "ad-lib” at the mike.
the Warden's Service he again i Reading of the recent sale of the
I commended the Richmond Club old Camden Boat Wharf brought
! for its unbeatable courage of turn back memories of what glorious
ing in violators.
fun we used to have there as kids.
Lew also made it plain that he} What a place to play and fish.
believes the position of our fish and
Many are the flounders that have
wildlife resources will always be in been caught from its rugged pilings
danger as long as the dollar sign and the float which was on the
of over-commercialization is con western side. Many were the frantic
spicuously hanging over its heads, yell of “Kid Overboard” that echoed
his dlscription of the evolution of a over that side of the harbor, and
man on a short deer hunting trip shortly the square shouldered
1 in Maine was amusing but sur- ■ frame of E.S.S. Agent Charles
j prisingly true.
Nash would be seen reaching over
Commissioner Roland Cobb of the1 the side of the dock with his long
Fish-Game Department reiterated
that the purposes of his depart
ment and organized sportsmens
groups were identical.
GOOD
Earl Conant, former Rockland
man, and recent retired president
' of MF.G.A. was toastmaster of the
USED CARS
afternoon session.
»
W. Earle Bradbury, Maine's Dep
'51 Dodge V2 Ton Pickup
uty Fish and Game Commissioner,
'51 DeSoto Sedan
cited the present wave of land post
ing in the southern part of the '50 Willys Stationwagon
! State with apprehension in its
'50 Plymouth Sedan
possible result on the sale of future
'49 Mercury Sedan
hunting and fishing licenses in that
'49 Chevrolet Sedan
area. He also placed his finger defnately on certain groups active
49 Ford Stationwagon
over the past season in the Knox
'49
Jeepster
County area, and particularly In
the town of Warren, as using un'48 DeSoto Sedan
i popular methods of hunting deer
'48 Chevrolet Tudor
that caused many land owners to
'48 DeSoto Club Coupe
consider posting their land.
Chief Warden
Lester Brown, '48 Chevrolet Convertible
, dubbed the "Whipping Boy” of the
Department by toastmaster Con '47 DeSoto Sedan
ant, supported his warden’s ser'47 Dodge Sedan
, vice as being “just as good as
'47 DeSoto Club Coupe
< sportsmen want it” and blamed the
'46 Pontiac Tudor
sportsmen themselves for continui ance of unreported known viola'40 Chevrolet Tudor
j tions.
'39
Dodge Tudor
j Many localities, Brown sail, "were1
daring the wardens to do the job
you are paying them to do."
Other speakers were Gerry Wade, A GOOD PLACE TO BUY,
Superintendent of Hatcheries, Ron
SELL, TRADE OR
ald Speers, wild-life co-ordinator,
SERVICE YOUR CAR
and Bob Elliott of the M.D.C.
Outside the department other im
portant speakers were Editor Cliff
Gove of Sportsmen's Guide who
MILLER’S
outlined the hard uphill climb of
his "Baby,” has hopes of shortly
bringing it out in magazine form
and pledged to all that "The
DeSOTC, PLYMOUTH
Sportsman’s Guide will not die."
Amel Kisonak of Lisbon Falls,
25-31 RANKIN ST.,
past president of MF.G.A. spoke
ROCKLAND
briefly and urged sportsmen’s clubs
to have annual conservation or ed

GARAGE

going down for the third time.
Why the Carnegie Medal never
graced his breast is because it was
just part of an average days work
for him, but it was darn fortunate
for a number of Camden kids I used
to know, that he was always with
in hearing distance of their cries
Among my companion who fished
and fell overboard there were Jenness Keller, Pierson Keller and
Mark. Ken and Emerson Wads
worth who all lived on Sea street,
and believe me such a gathering
place for boys was not without the
customary amount of "Shennanigans," for those long days of Sum
mer vacation got most boring on
routine good behavior.
Many were the fine specimens of
“finny creatures" that came flap
ping and wiggling from Camden
harbor to take their first ride
wrapped up in the folds of John
nie Knowlton’s public carriage,
while some distinguished passenger
sat innocently in the back seat of
his surry looking at
Camden’s
beautiful scenery.
Large eels and sculpins were us
ually selected for this particular
purpose

Why every car needs MEET

NOW ONLY
Wdown
“ " 9.50 monthly

Whenever the temperature drop; and knock, keeps fuel system, car
below 32 degrees, the condensed buretor and jets clean, improves
moistufe in every gas tank often engine performance.
Do what millions of wise motor
forms ice. This causes slow, hard
ists now do. Have your garage or
starting and gas-line freeze-ups.
HEET is scientifically engineered service s’a: «on add HEET to your
to absorb moisture in your gas gas tank today — and everytime you
tank. It prevents gas-line freezing, buy gas this winter Only 650.
assures easier winter starting. HEET Division, DeMert &
HEET saves battery, reduces ping Dougherty- Inc., Chicago 32.

Limited Quantity!

No more when these are gone!

Yoh Get

CENTR J

t AINE

to your

FOR FASTER, EASIER STARTING!

Distributed By
FABBAR-BKOWN CO.
UO MAIN SZ. - &0CKLAND

MINTURN
Pfc. Alton Sprague and Miss Bet
ty Staples were married Jan. 10 at
the home of his parents. Mr. and
Mrs. Austin Sprague.
Clyde Torrey is hauling wood tor
Mrs Nelson Sprague and Theodore
Buswell.
The school bus is having trouble
picking up the school children be
cause of deep snow and the snow
plow being out of commission.
Mr. and Mrs. William Turner
are spending the Winter in the
home of the late Warren Staples.
The Sun Beam made her regular
trip to Rockland Friday.
Winfield Barbour of Deer Isle
has been on the Island buying cat
tle.

Bowl.

CASEY’S GARAGE

that?
The day Diogenes finds the hun
ter who is "party hunting” and
don’t fire at the second deer, he
may as well blow out his lantern
light.

WARREN-TEL. 109-2
Body and Fender Repairs
of AH Kinds
6*8

Your Money’s Worth When You Buy A*P’s

PORK LOINS
Because Every Cut is Priced To

Give You Full Value ... and Fine Eating!

CHINE

“

CENTER

«

RIB

*

END

53

CUT

69

END

43

CUT F,<OM ANY SIZE
PIECE YOU DESIRE

Cornet

FOR CHOPS
OR ROAST

UP TO AND INCLUD
ING 6 LB PIECES

‘ -8-

WHOLE LOINS OR kib ENUS

,
,he o'*”*"
Jmit tee, don*
at’" - know'
’
, exPet’enCe
V'e
folk. onb learn
q, e%pe
TM
. p has had p' __ fcul „e’re

49:

APPLESAUCE

rien<*
,
pleat’’
-IlWn \edoing our ^odfnoUgh
<hd« *e
aybe » »“ 8 , our <*“’
y«u,«tfi^fb ,f some
o0how

lb

LB

Lamb Liver

LB

FANCY SLICED

Fresh Chickens
Drawn Chickens
Boneless Chuck

Link Sausage

otuinofs occr-

Can

"Super-Right" Smoked Picnics

All Beef Hamburg

totners
i.»«ter and
vl5 00
-ea^'^e^e^Vderthi.
in.
A them
we can- do °ur
wn

FRESHLY GROUND

LB

NATIVE TO BROIL
OR FRY -2Vj-3’/, LBS

LB

READY-TO COOK
l%-2’^ LBS

LB

HEAVY STEER BEEF

LB
b65c

PICKWICK PURE PORK

NONE PRICED HIGHER—SIZE 216'S

Fla. Oranges
Ft*SIZE 70! N“'

Grapefruit
Beets

DOZ 29c
4 F0" 29l

Mi**'

2

HEW TEXAS - \ONE PRICED HIGHEK

J

BCHS

JANE PARKER

White Bread
A SETTEE
VALUE

I

1 LB 1 OZ
KC
tOAF
1 *>

Tangerines N®NE

price<> hig«e»~su£ iz«,

Fla. Chicory

N0NE M,c“ hi6"e»

Popping Corn
Marvel Sandwich Bread

'19
•" E*CH 39c

“““CE°

Pumpkin Pie J**E

doe

29c

21,5 29c

i h ceuo bag

2

35c

Fresh Dates

1l> c,lL°27e

Walnut Meats

4 0Z CELLO PKG

49‘

SUNNYBROOK STRICTLY FRESH

57

Eggs
Ched-O-Bit

C

MED
DOZ

F0R e*e"1f CHEESE USE

Crispo Cookies

SLICED SUGAR-CURED -NEW LOW PRICES!

*£»»C

Ilacon^ lB49c

21»L0AF 89

WISCONSIN
TALL CAN

3

LB

63u

FOR

38c

1 LB PKG

Nabisco Ritz Crackers

«*»■•»

Armour's Tree!

» « “»48c

Swift's Prem

12 0Z CAN

Tuna Fish

35k

53c

SULTANA LIGHT MEAT flaked

Ann Page Ketchup

49c

6 0zcanJ7C

14 0Z

BUT

ilbmg42c

BAM Baked Beans

OLD SOUTH OR B'n W FROZEN

I LB PKG

3]

1 LB 13 0Z CAN

27

Orange Juice 2‘°sz29c

FOR

45c

Super Suds

Crispo Fig Bars

Palmolive Soap

BATH CAKE

Palmolive Soap

REGULAR CAKE

3

FOR

23

Vel

A COLGATE-PALMOLIVE PRODUCT

Cashmere Bouquet

BATH CAKE

4

EDR

45c

Fab

A COLGATE-PALMOLIVE PRODUCT

Cashmere Bouquet

REGULAR CAKE

3

FOR

23c

Ajax Cleanser

FAMILY

65*

And President Forrqst Spear
stood duty at the ski tow so that
George could plow the skating
area, clearing a place the length
of the lake. Music over the am
plifying system accompanied the
skaters.
Only one minor accident was
reported on the slope last week
end, where a Ski Patrol is now
functioning with John Christie,
Halsey Murch and Kenneth Hardy
on ski duty.
Members of the Outing Club met
last night at the Lodge House to
hear reports and make plans.

Over a thousand people took ad

vantage of the best Winter sports
conditions in several years and
flocked to the Snow Bowl last
week-end to ski, skate, toboggan
or to watch others doing this and
share the camaraderie of this Win
ter sports area and rustic Lodge
House.
In addition to the outdoor activi
ties this week there’ll be the
monthly Friday night supper, Jan.
18. served by the House committee
from 5 30 to 7 and open to the pub
lic. There’ll be baked ham. mashed
potatoes, green peas, cabbage and
pineapple salad, hot biscuit, choco
late eclairs, ooffee and hot choco
late, Chairman Winifred Burkett
announces.
(If anyone prefers
fish call Lillian Richards before
12 on Friday). Helping Lillian
and Winnie will be Virginia Heal.
Elsie Merrill and Arlene Dowling.
The tow will be operating that eve
ning, there'll be skating and to
boggan, if weather conditions are
favorable.
Snow conditions were really ex
cellent all last week and there was
night skiing on the lighted
slope, as well as every day.
Some 12 toboggans tried out the
toboggan slide, repairs to which
were completed last week through
the courtesy of Clarence Thomas
as his contribution to the Snow

"SUPERu
RIGHT

FAMOUS

Add HEiT

Many Adherents Sunday

•♦ * •

Whitehouse Evap. Milk

When the Temperature
Drops Below 32°

Various Sports At the Snow Bowl Had

Don’t blush now. but just to show
you that fish and game problems
are quite universally influenced by
human nature here are a few' words
written by outdoor writer Jim Par
sons in the Goeur D’Alene press of
Idaho.
"Party hunting is a graver threat
to wild life than deliberate illegal
kills In this all-too-common prac
tice—-based on the notion that ev
ery license holder Is entitled to
meat a man will not only take his J
own legal limit but help others ini
the party get theirs by continuing to shoot. Fact is, purchase of a li- I
cense merely permits the holder to,
hunt legally: there just isn’t enough
game to go around.”
Now what do you know about

Sharp Cheddar Cheese

\

A THOUSAND ENJOYED II

and always handy boat hook to
snatch some youngster from the
chilly harbor waters Just as he was

THE COURIER-GAZETTE

All-Day Outing

29
LGE PKG

LGE MEG

3<f

JQC

CA. 12C

Pie-making's a breeze withSquash

T
an2
CAN

Pumpkin

141/a OZ

Mince Meat

1 LB 1 Q2

Sliced Apples

1 LB 2 OZ

Blueberries

IT
MUD, MELLOW

CAN

CAN
15 OZ

CAN 25C

8 O'CLOCK
COFFR
Ll BAG 22C

Sat.,
Jan- 19, afftetiva in thia tommvniry & rismuy

Prio shown in this <d gu<rAnl.ed thru

Tuwday-Tfiursdav-Saturdiv

t

Talk Of The Town

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Thursday, January 17, 1952
Municipal Court

More Men Killed

Albert G Stone of St George
pleaded guilty to a charge of hunt They Far Exceed Number
ing without a license in that town
Of Women In Traffic
Monday and paid a fine of $10 and
Casualties
L
costs of $2 70 when arraigned in
Municipal Court Tuesday morning
Late in November an article ap
Jan. 17—Theta Rho Girls’ Club Fish and Game Warden William
peared in the press to the effect
meets at IO.O.F. Hall
Jan 17—Emblem Club meets at Snow was the complainent
that women drivers are more cau
Elks' Home
X
tious than men drivers. This arti
Jan. 18—Community Concert, Uni
Carroll M Wixson and R lph P
verse list Church. Richard Far Conant are in Boston attending cle provoked a lot of good natured
rell. pianist.
iscussion among motorists. Many
Jan. 25—Rubir.-tein Club Guest the Spring Clothing Show at the males insisted that women have less
Parker
House
Night at the F rnsworth Museum.
xposure to accidents, because they
Jan. 25—Methebesec Club meets at
the home of Mrs Alex VardavouBuilding permits were issued by drive much less than men do. They
11s, Masonic street
the city last month to the value claimed that a like amount of driv
Feb 28-29 '.lourne's End" (De
of $4250 Two of the four permits ing would place women far ahead
Molayi at Community Building
June 13-15—Annual Encampment issued were for one family dwell of men in number of accidents.
The discussion went on Like most
of V F W in Rockland.
ings and two for garages.
discussions , no definite conclusion
Aug 1-2-3—Maine Ixibster * Sea
foods Festival
The Police Department reported was reached.
What about walking? Are women
32 arrests during the month of
The Weather
December with 31 convictions re- pedestrians more cautious than
men?
A bit snippy this morning. Just suling The lone failure to prove
Here are some figures from the
enough so that it mak s us appre charges was on a traffic violation Maine State Police Division of
arrest.
ciate the mild spell we have been
Traffic and Safety. In the year
having. Yesterday’s rain carried
Knox Lodge No 29 I O OF wlil 1949, 40 adult pedestrians were
away much of the recent snowfall confer the initiatory degree Mon killed on Maine streets and high
and the main highway are now day night. A good attendence is re ways—26 men, 14 women.
practically bare. When we read quested. All officers taking part
In 1950, of the 41 adult pedes
of that blockaded train out West are asked to take notice.
trian victims, 31 were men, 10 were
we have another good reason for
women. Last year. 1951, 34 adults
liking abused Maine Coupled with
Penobscot View Grange will meet walked to death. Twenty-nine were
which we have the winning Tigers. tonight at 7.30 at Glen Cove. The men; only five were women.
First and Second Degrees will be
Over the three-year span, there
Edward G. Russell, one of the conferred on a candidate by Past were 86 adult male pedestrian fa
city's oldest residents is still con Master Earl Tolman of Mount j talities and only 29 adult female pe
fined to his home at 140 Thomaston Pleasant Grange. Lunch follows destrian victims.
street. Several week ago he was hit meeting. Those not solicited, please
Those are the facts and figures.
by an auto-truck, near the trotting furish sandwiches.
It makes one wonder about that
park, (now Harjula's airport) and
male argument.
passed some time at Knox Hospital.
The Knox Camera Club met
Surely women must walk as
Mr Russell lias been confined for Tuesday evening at the Carroll much as men.
several weeks having had the at Berry' studio in Rockport Guests
tendance of two physicians
were Miss Olive Coates of Camden;
SOUTH THOMASTON
Reino Erkkila of Warren; and Ed
There will be an interruption of
The Thomaston F.re Department ward Champney of Rockport.
was called Monday morning to Members exchanged snow scenes power service tomorrow, Friday,
Roger Jameson’s, Marsh road to a and Charles Kigel of Warren and from 1 to 3 p. m in Owl's Head,
fire in a brooder house. The blaze Major Elmer Barde of Owls Head Ash Point and South Thomaston.—
caught in a brooder stove burning served as models. Simon Hamal adv.
through the floor Loss was small ainen of Rockland showed color
It is dangerous to drive in a fog
slides. The next regular meeting is —especially if it's mental.
Rockland police investigated a
on Feb. 5
property damage accident Tuesday
CARD OF TH ANKS
afternoon at the corner of Orange
Miss Elaine Allen of Tenant’s
We wish lo exprfss our thanks
and Lovejoy streets where the car Harbor has resigned as secretary- and appreciation to all, who assist
operated by Richard Hussey, 48 in the city manager's office. Man ed us in any way during our recent
Thomaston street was in collision ager Frederick Farnsworth has an bereavement, for the beautiful
floral tributes, to Dr. Tuttle, to
with one operated by Henry Bald
nounced. It is effective on Jan. Alice Blenis and her aides for their
win of Camden The former was
25 and Miss Allen plans to enter gentle cire and the Burpee Ambu
going north on Lovejoy and Bald-'
secretarial work in Portland She lance Service for their assistance
win east on Orange. Neither driver
has been in the office since July while she was ill. For the gifts
and card-, especially at Christmas
noticed the other in time to avoid
that were sent to comfort and cheer
a collison. Damage to the Hussey
her, we are grateful.
car amounted to $30 and $350 to the
The Junior Guild of Pratt Me
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Soderholm.
Baldwin car.
morial Methodist Church met Wed Mrs. Erma Slingsby, Mr and Mrs.
nesday night at the home of Miss Earle Norwood. Sr., W. Orris Nor
The second Community Concert
Ruth McBride and Miss Barbara wood, Mr. and Mrs. Stephen Nor
wood, Mr. and Mrs. Arnold Nor
will take place Friday night at 8.15
Stevens, Camden street. Miss Mc wood.
8"lt
p. m. at the Universalist Church
Bride showed colored slides of
auditorium,
presenting
Richard
There will be a game party at
Maine and Washington, D C. A
Farrell, noted young pianist.
short business meeting was fol he G.A R. Hall at 2 p m. Friday
sponsored by the Civil War Me
A benefit Polio Supper is being lowed by refreshments.
morial Association
104-Th-tf
held at the South Hope Grange
BORN
Hall, Tuesday Jan. 22 from 5.30 to
Cassidy—At Ki’.ox Hospital, Jan.
7, adults 50c, children 25c. Enter 14. to Mr. and Mrs. Albprt Cassidy
tainment in the evening, 10c. 8*lt of Ingraham's Hill, a on
MARRIED
Final Clearance Sale.
Entire
Stock made to measure Suits, Top
Sprague-Staples — At Minturn
Coats
Men, woman, big savings Jan. 10, Pfc. Alton Sprague and
for Spring. George Ryan, Thorn Miss Betty Staples, both of Min
turn.
dike Hotel.
8-lt
DIED
OPS
cardboard signs now
Freeman—A’, Portland, Jan. 16
available at The Courier-Gazette Mrs. Grace Freeman, wile of Clar
office- four for 50 cents Get them ence Freeman of Tenant’s Harbor,
In the front office
76tf age 60 years Funeral Saturday at
1 p. m. from Port Clyde Advent
Church Interment in South Par
GAME PARTY
ish Cemetery.
Wallace—At Dutch Neck. Jan.
EVERY FRIDAY
15. Edgar Wallace.
At 7.30 P. M.
Simmons—At Rockland, Jan. 13,
TOWER ROOM
Miss Lulu B. Simmons of Friend
COMMUNITY BUILDING
ship, age 74 years. Funeral Friday
Auspices Knights of Columbus
2 p. m. from the Friendship Bap
17-tf tist Church.
Interment Harbor
View Cemetery.

|

'//dJ
444 Main Street

Opportunity has a license
knock—you haven’t.

to

EQUIPS.
♦o satisfy people who de
mand superior service.

Rockland, Me,

Prescriptions
Carefully Compounded
MAIL ORDERS FILLED

1-tf

sFunerhl
Our Wide Choice Of Prices
Meets Every Family's Needs.

RUSSELL

Funeral Home
CARL M. STILPHEN
LADY ASSISTANT
24 HOUR AMBULANCE
SERVICE

PHONE 701
9 CLAREMONT STREET
ROCKLAND, ME.
1-tf

• Smallest, lightest Zenith Hear
ing Aid has ingenious "WorrySaver” Emergency Switch — if
"A” battery suddenly fails, you
can switch to fresh one instantly!
• Exclusive New1 Ceramic Micro
phone—benefit by one of the
most outstanding developments
in hearing aid history'

Funeral Home

i-tf

But Here's What Holders Of
National Service Life In
surance Must Do
Veterans’ Administration this
week announced it will pay a
regular dividend of $200,000,000. be
ginning in March, 1952, to approxi
mately 5 000.000 holders of National
Service Life Insurance.
Policy
holders who wish to receive their
1952 dividend in cash must so no
tify VA, under Public Law 36, 82d
Congress.
Policy holders who do not so no
tify VA, under this law, will not
receive their dividend in cash. In
stead, it will be used by VA to pay
the premium.-, becoming due after
the dividend is payable, if the
policy holder fails to pay such
premiums.
VA said it is mailing a special

A January Sale

Done Before

Lowest Prices Anywhere

MEN’S SUITS and
TOPCOATS

The Best In Machines

$35. to $50.
$55. to $65.

$29.50
39.50

R. L. RICHARDS
Floor Sanding Service

$25.00
20.00
18.00

form to all eligible policy holders
Now closing out the remainder of
which they may use to request cash our Fall stock at one-half the reg
payment, if that is their desire. ular price. Alfreda Perry.
8-9
However, any type of written re
quest for cash payment will be ac
ceptable. VA said; but in such OBEY these official Civil Defense
cases the policy holders are cau
X/JB BAUD fmtmctioiu
tioned to give their full name and
address and their insurance num
3 minute wailir.g siren
bers so that their accounts may be
liaaediote ottocSJ
identified easily and quickly.
■
3 one minute blasts
The dividend is payable to policy
holders whose policies were in
..«• NO WARMtt
• hi WMSR?
force under premium-paying con
Drop to floor Get j Go to prepred
ditions for three months or longer at V .
SRpifer i jft eft at'
under bed or heavy
between the 1951 and 1952 anni HOME^ table
dpofcnces.
versary dates of their policies.
■\
Drop to floor Get
Co-5'; iVacde^s
at
under desk or work
Go to assigned
Policies of persons in active serv WORK
stoltef
bench
ice since April 25. 1951. which are
Obey your teacher
Drop to floor out
under waiver of premiums under
of line of windows.
• ■ 4 £ned
Public Law 23 , 82d Congress, will SCHOOL Bury face in arms. shelter duKit/.
not earn dividends for the period
Drop to ground of : Obey hardens. Go :
th«
dive for cover Bury ; '. ? ’icarebt GtC'd
of the 1952 dividend that their inOPEN
h Hding nr she'tar.
1 face in arms.
policies are in such waiver status
A ' 1
tetCU
Gr ta
Drop to floor Bury ;
The same dividend rates that iW .
nEdiesi OK'd fdiKoVEHICLES
lace in arms.
ir.g oi rheh^r.
were used in computing the spe
cial three-year 1951 dividend will
1 'stif'j&t aifrlle X
apply to the 1952 dividend. This
schedule involves approximately
3900 different unit rates for the
computation of dividend payments.
Generally speaking, those who
received the full three-year pay
ment of the special 1951 dividend
will receive approximately onethird of that amount in the regular
1952 dividend, provided their in
surance was in force for the full
7
1952 dividend year It is expect
ed that the first payments will be
made in March. 1952. Future pay
ments are planned to be made as
-con after the anniversary date
as is administratively possible, VA
JIMMIE JINGLE SAYS:
said.
Our coffee cake
The 1952 dividend for policy
For Breakfast, say!
holders who are not in active mili
A splendid way
tary service and who apply for
To start the day.
payment in cash will 'be paifl by
the VA District Offices to which Dutch Filled Coffee Cakes
these policy holders pay premiums.
39c each

,o»io

Will Go Anywhere In
the State of Maine

MEN’S STORM JACKETS
$32.
$27.50
$22.50
to $19.50
to $15.

$27.50
$22.50
$17.50 to $19.95
$12.95 to $15.
$10.95 to $11.95

HUSTON-TUTTLE
BOOK CO.
408 MAIN ST, ROCKLAND, ME
HI-DAY REI URN PRIVILEGE

Fruit Filled Floats
6 for 49c
Lemon Meringue Pie
59c each
FOR FREE DELIVERY
Of All Pastries
TELEPHONE 548-W

TEL. 952
25 FRANKLIN ST.
ROCKLAND, ME
ajzra.’zrcfaraffcj

476 Main Str-* Rockland
Main St.-Thomaston

Subscribe to The Couner-Oazette

STORM COATS

$29.50
39.50
45.00

'54 Capital Club

tion Bulletin, the nation’s agricul
ture proved to be the Number On*
stumbling block for 1951 in the
drive for compliance with the child
labor provisions of the Pair Labor
Standards Act, agriculture through
out New England has been given a
figurative pat on the back by offi
cials of the US. Department of
Labor for the mdnner in which ft
met its obligations.
Where Investigators for the La
bor Department's Wage-Hour and
Public Contracts Divisions found a
national total of 3465 children un
der 16 years of age who were em
ployed in agriculture during hours
when schools were in session,
against a total of 728 in the pre
ceding year, New England pro
vided but 67 such cases and 64 of
them carried such extenuating cir
cumstances that it was not con
sidered necessary to impose penal
ties
However, steps were taken
to prevent future violations.
Maine led with 61 violations,
Massachusetts had three, Con
necticut two and New Hampshire
one. The Maine cases had to do
with the potato crop. Schools in
the potato belt are closed during
the harvesting season, but last
year, excessive rains slowed down
the work to where it could not be
completed before classes were re
sumed.
The investigators found that
the children worked only one or
two days during the first week
of school in cleaning up the crop
when other labor was not avail
able. They reported some viola
tions were due to unfamiliarity
with certain provisions of the law.

The Sophomore class met Friday
morning in the auditorium when
Jack Coakley was elected to be
president of the Washington Club.
He succeeds Thomas Leadbetter
who has resigned.
It was voted to hold a candy sale
every noon during the last week of
January.
The collectors of dues were ap
pointed. Helen Rauta will collect
from Room 14. Murray Arbo from
Room 23 and Janice Hutchinson
from Room 24 A social will be held
after the baseketball season.

Polio Supper

SOUTH HOPE
GRANGE HALL
TUESDAY, JAN. 22
5.30 to 7.00
Adm.: Adults 50c; Children 25c
ENTERTAINMENT
AFTER SUPPER, 10c
8-9

THE

PERRY MARKETS
HOME OF VALUES—EVERY DAY
LEAN. MEATY

LAMB FORES

lb. 59c

—BONED IF DESIRED

PIG LIVER
SAUSAGE

■|

FRESH
SLICED
PURE
PORK

111
IWa

LEANBEEF

FRANKFORTS

4 LBS IN
HANDY
TIN PAIL

PURE LARD
EGGS
CHEESE
2
TOMATOES
ORANGES

FROM NEARBY
FARMS—
MED. SIZE

doz. 49c
89c

AMERICAN

RED RIPE
CELLO

Pkg- 19c

Tomato Ketchup

dz. 29c

14 oz.

at these

VALUES

bot. 19c

2 lbs. 24c

Corned Beef Hash

take a

1

ARMOUR’S
STAR

BACON

Rea Beans

11.00
$22.00
18.00
14.00
11.00
9.00

garded as unfriendly to Senator
Joseph R McCarthy will soon be
replaced by two GOP Senators
more friendly to the Wisconsin
Republican on a Senate sub-com
mittee investigating McCarthy's
conduct.
Senators Margaret Chase Smith
'R-Me i and Robert C Hendrick
son iR-NJi have requested that
they be removed from the Senate
election.- subcommittee that is in
vestigating the resolution of Sen
ator William Benton (D-Conn.)
that McCarthy be expelled from
the Senate.
They will be replaced by Sena
tors Everett M Dirksen iR-111 )
and Herman Welker iR-Idat
Mrs. Smith asked the Senate in
a "declaration of conscience” last
year to halt its character assassi
nation and program of fear The
speech was regarded as a slap at
McCarthy
Hendrickson joined
with Mrs. Smith in the declaration.
MoCarthy had "no comment" on
the change.
The switch will not be made
formally for several days, it was
understood. Senator Henry Cabot
Lodge. Jr . is ranking Republican
member of the Rules Committee,
parent body of the sub-committee,
and it is up to him to make the
change.
Cammann Newberry, Lodge's ad
ministrative assistant, said that
changes are being made "at the
request of the Senators involved.”
"There is no railroading of any
body,” he said.

JUICY
FLORIDA

14.00

MEN S AND LADIES’

$39.50
$49.50
$55. to $60.

Although in his 91st year he has
good health, which may be due to
continued exercise. Last year he
spaded up his two gardens, in
which he raised flowers, and most
all kinds of vegetables, selling over
30 bushels of spinach, this being
the smallest amount sold for sev
eral years.
Speaking of exercise, he saws
and splits all the wood used for
fuel, but lt could be as an excuse
to talk with the neighbors and
friends who constantly pass his
block, and whom he thoroughly
enjoys.

There will be an interruption of
power sendee tomorrow. Friday,
from 1 to 3 p. m in Owl’s Head.
Ash Point and South Thomaston.—
adv.

The Best Quality Work

Values

$30. to
$25. to
$22. to
$17.50
$13.50

Mrs. Mary A. Lewis and Frank
Meterage of North Haven.

OWL’S HEAD

Spring

Tremendous Values for
those who want to save
money on fine quality
merchandise.

Values

This picture of Mr George F
Lewis and Frank Beverage was
taken at her home Oct. 3. 1951. it
being the occasion of her 91st
birthday, when she was well-re
membered with gifts, cards and
Cillers.
Mrs. Lewis is a very smart and
alert woman for her years. She
.ill Uves on the Lewis farm dur
ing the Summer, with a companion,
but in Winter migrates to the city,
this year spending part of the
time with her son, James, in Ma
rlon. Mass., and the rest with her
niece, Cora Poole in Arlington,
Mass.
Mr Beverage was 91 Monday.
Jar. 14 and he, too, was well re
membered by callers, cards and
gifts, which closely followed the
abundance of Christmas cards
which he received, numbering near
the 200 mark.
Friday night Mr. and Mrs Albert Beverage played Rook with
him at the home of his daughter
Jennie, where he and his other
daughter Etta, are spending the
Winter. His only son. Arthur, lives
in Meriden, Conn.
Mr. Beverage is now the proud
great-grandfather of two little
'.il- Joanne Stanley of Meriden,
Conn., and Barbara Ann Beverage
of Arlington. Texas, both of whom
he has not seen

BOYS’ STORM JACKETS

HIGHEST QUALITY

Ambulance Service

Dividend Millions

SANDING

Values

Hotfal
TELS. 390—624-M
110-112 LIMEROCK ST.
ROCKLAND, ME.

tist Association, meeting Mondaynight at the Baptist Church War
ren for ordination examination, of
one candidate voted unanimously
to ordain Bruce P. Cummings pas
tor of the Warren Baptist Church.
Da'e of the ordination ceremony
was set for the evening of Feb. 22
at the Baptist Church after an in
vitation had been extended the
Lincoln Baptist Association to hold
the mid Winter quarterly meeting
on that date, in Warren.
Moderator of tiie Council meet
ing. Monday night was Rev. Carl
Small of Rockport, Lincoln Bap
tist Association moderator, and Mrs.
Minnie Page of the local church,
was clerk for
the
meeting.
Mrs Page opened the meeting fol
lowed by prayer by Rev. J. Charles
MacDonald of Rockland and a re
port of the recommendations made
by the State Council on ordination
and ministerial standing was pre
sented by Rev. Melvin H. Dorr of
Camden The presentation of the
candidate, Bruce P. Cummings was
made by the Rev. Mr. Small of
Rockport; a testimony of his Chris
tian experience, his call to the
Christian ministry and his views
of Christian doctrine by Mr. Cum
mings followed a period of ques
tioning of the candidate by mem
bers of the Council.
The closing prayer was by Rev
H I,. Christie of Waterville, dis
trict secertary for eastern Maine,
who attended the meeting as a del
egate from the Maine Baptist Con
vention.
Churches of the Lincoln Baptist
Association, represented at the
Council meeting, Monday night
were, the Littlefield Memorial and
First Baptist Church of Rockland,
the Baptist Churches of Port
Clyde. Tenant’s Harbor, Appleton,
Rockport, West Rockport, Camden.
Belfast, South Liberty, Liberty.
Morrill, South Montville and War
ren and the First and Second Bap
tist Churches of St. George.

FLOOR

We're Having

Child Labor Law

No "Railroading"

To Hold Quarterly Meeting
Senators Smith, Hendrick Maine Led In New England
In Warren—Ordination Mrs. George F. Lewis and Frank Bever son Ask Removal From
With 61 Violations
That Night
McCarthy Investigation
Although, according to an arti
age On Way To Rounding Out Century
The Council of the Lincoln Bap
Two Republican Senators re cle in the current I-abor Informa

Have Your

Of Course

Values

BURPEE

NORTH HAVEN'S OLDEST

Lincoln Baptists

16 oz. tin 39c

3 tins 29c

Tomato Soup

jar 21c

Marshmallow Fluff

tall tin 69c

Salmon, Red Chinook
Angel Skin

SMALL’S UPPER PARK ST.
Native Fowl
lb. 39c

Cube Steak
lb. 90c
Boneless Chuck

Pot Roast
lb. 75c

Bacon Ends

Pork Chops

Boneless

Sliced

Best Center Cuts

lb. 25c

lb. 65c

Veal Roast
lb. 69c

T-Bone Steak
lb. 75c

Chuck Roast
lb. 55c

Sausage
1 Lb. Pkg.

lb. 35c

Boneless Hams
lb. 79c
Center Cuts 89c

Veal Chops
,b. 59c

Rib Steak
lb. 59c

Facial Tissue

Wilson Mor

pkg 400 25c
12 oz. tin 44c

Stevens’

Cocktail Spread
Pineapple Juice

jar

5c

2 No. 2 tins 25c

ICE CREAM ~™pt.

27c

CHOCOLATE ECLAIRS

3 for 29c

FRUIT FLOATS

6 for 49c

Fige Wttr
USE OUR CLASSIFIED ADS

Studebaker's New Stylist A Beauty

WARREN

INEXPENSIVE—EFFECTIVE
FOR SELLING, BUYING, RENTING SERVICES

ALENA L. STARRETT
Correspondent
Telephone 49

HERE’S HOW LITTLE IT COSTS
Advertisements in this column not to exceed three lines inserted
once for 50 cents, three times, one dollar. Additional lines 10 cents
each for each line, half price each additional time used. Five small
words to a line.
Special Notice! All "blind ads” so called, 1. e. advertisements which
require the answers to be sent to The Courier-Gazette office for hand
ling, cost 25 cents additional.

778 MAIN ST.,
TEL. 202-W
ROCKLAND. ME.
1-tf

except Thurs. close at 6 o'clock

ROOFING AND SIDING ”

E

FENDERS0N

Telephone 250

Friday Evening, Jan. 18

* I. ROCKLAND 1314
OR WRITE SACO, ME.
6*8
ALTERATIONS and Repair Work
done at the Mend-It Shop, 102
j Union St., Grove St. entrance- Tel.
1680 EVA AMES.
4*9
DON’T discard your old or
antique furniture. Call H. JOHN
NEWMAN for restoring and refinishlng; 48 Masonic St. Tel.
lino-M
M*tf
------------------------------------------------

REAL ESTATE

Myrtle Wheeler’s Orch.
ENTERTAINMENT
Adm. 60c tax included
,
'
’

95tf

The Loyal Order of Moose will
meet Jan. 18 there will be degree
work and refreshments.
Robert Hanrahan, has returned
to East Hartford, Conn . where he
will join the Tanker, Lake Charles.
There will be a special meeting
of King Solomon Lodge. AR&AM.
Friday night with work in the third
degree.

Mr. and Mrs. Bernard Grey,
Rockland have been guests of Mrs.
Katie Eugley
Mr. and Mrs. W. H. Crowell. Mr. :
and Mrs. Roscoe Hinckley have
been in Randolph called there by
the death of their brother-in-law,
Maurice Benner.

WEST WALDOBORO
Studebaker's 1952 passenger cars,
re-designed both outside and inside
in keeping with the company's rep
utation for “styled ahead" leader
ship, are now being displayed by
Rockland Motor Company local
Studebaker dealer.
Added to the wide range of Stu
debaker body styles this year is the
new “Starliner,'' a five passenger
hardtop convertible. It is available
in both the Champion and Com
mander lines in 11 different twotone color combinations and two
standard upholstery options. Styled
for smartness and unlimited visi
bility, the new model combines the
advantages of the convertible with
those of the steel-topped sedan. The
"Starliner” typifies the striking new
design and appointments of the
company’s entire series of new mo
dels.
"Externally, the '52 Studebakers
reveal entirely new front-end treat
ment and substantial re-styling in
the rear.” says Mr. Savage. “All
models look much longer and wider
than before. Hoods are longer and
lower, with new emblems and or
naments. Grilles embody wrap

7-8

and the adoption of floating rear
shoes in all brakes. Both front and
rear shoes in all brakes are now
completely self-adjusting.
Other innovations include instru
ment panel push-button starting
on all mocels equipped with auto
matic drive, a new type of starter
for the Commander which is held
in positive engagement until the
engine is fully operating, moistureproof ignition systems, and a boost
in the generator output to 45 am
peres on both the Champion and
Commander.
Eleven solid color choices are
available for the '52 models with
the exception of the “Starliner"
which is offered in any of 11 differ
ent two-tone color combinations.
Four new hues are included among
the solid colors: Cuban red, Noc
turne blue, Tahoe green, and Pied
mont gray.
“In performance, safety, com
fort and appearance, these 1952
Studebaker Champions and Com
manders are truly outstanding,”
says Savage. I know the public is
going to be enthusiastic about
them."

UNION

Will Be Used In Dick Reed's Promotional

Mrs. Florenre Calde-wnod
Correspondent
Telephone 10-24

Sardine Advertising
The Maine Sardine Industry will
strive to inform the nation’s house
wives of many newly developed uses
for its product with an eight week,
coast to coast, advertising and pro
motional campaign due to get un
derway the latter part of this week.
The industry's executive secretary
Richard E. Reed said today that
the story would be told through
regular insertions of sizable copy,
in about 200 daily newspapers, sup
plemented by free distribution of
several hundred thousand copies of
a 32-page recipe book, in full color.
He said that hard hitting copy
will be used to show the house
wife that there are many uses for
sardines other than as a snack or
in a sandwich. Recently discovered
nutritive and dietary values will be
stressed in each advertisement
along with selected recipes.
"We had a comparatively small
pack in 1951, but it was a record
breaker for quality and we want
every home in America to know
that this high protein, vitamin
packed, excellent food can be ob
tained at a much lower cost than
any product of its type sold in the
United States,” Reed stated.
Although the recipe book will be
offered in the advertsing it will not
be available for distribution until
early Spring, due to production
problems. Reed said that requests
would be held and promptly han
dled as soon as possible.
He said that many of the nation’s
top food and nutrition experts were
assisting in preparation of recipes
and materials for the book.
The industry plans to launch a
continuous year around advertising
and merchandising program, using
newspapers, radio, television, mag
azines and other media, later in
1952, according to Reed. A ten week

CASEY'S GARAGE
Body and Fender Repairs
of All Kinds

EGGS & CHICKS
SEX-LINK Pullets, Cockerels or
straight-run Chicks for sale, from
some of the best combined meat
and egg Pullorum-clean, MaineUS. Approved breeding stock
available in the East. Can be in
oculated for Newcastle disease if
desired. Lowest prices. DUTCH
NECK HATCERY, Melville Davis.
Tel. 122-23. Waldoboro. Me.
8tf

around styling and stand out as the
mast distinctive front-end features
of the new models. The massive
wrap-around bumpers are equipped
with four vertical guards: two, lo
cated under the headlamps, to pro
tect the car from the customary
day-to-day bumps, and two small
er guards to protect the license
plate from damage. Headlamp
rims are of new design and the
parking lights, also new, are larger."
The most significant changes in
the rear are found in the tail lights
and trunk lid handles. The tail
lights, which appear to be integral
parts of the rear fenders rather
than “added-on” assemblies, give
the effect of extending the sweep of
the fenders and thus a correspond
ing increase in body length. Thpir
design, how’ever, does not sacrifice
any of the increased area of illu
mination which proved so popular
on the '51 models. Trunk lid han
dles incorporate new styling on all
but the lowest price Champion
model.
Surer, yet softer and easier
brake action has been achieved bychanges in the brake pedal linkage

HARD HITTING COPY

WARREN-TEL. 109-2

lows, and doors. Free
bs, monthly payments. <
FOUR-Room House for sale, elec,
-M or write P. O. Box 424. spring water, one acre land, near
school and store at South Lib
erty.
Price
$700
FRANCES '
MARTZ. South Hope.
7*9
GRANITE LIVES FOREVER
FIVE-Fami’.y Furnished Apt. for
Walks, Steps, Posts, Fireplaces,
Mooring Stones and Chain, Ash ' sale: all electric kitchen; automa- MISCELLANEOUS
tic heait; goed tumlfure' steady
lar, Veneer, Pier Stone, Wall and
tenants, will be net profit of 12
LEARN TO TYPE
Foundation Stone.
Estimates i to 15%. Reason for selling—leavQuickly, Efficiently—At the
gladly submitted. No obligation. 1 ing State. Write BOX J.T., %
EVENING SCHOOL
HOCKING GRANITE INDUS
The Courier-Gazette.
• 7*9
ROCKLAND SCHOOL
TRIES (Successors to John Mee
han & Son), Clark Island, Me.
OF COMMERCE
Tel. Rockland 21-W2 or Tenant's for gale, occupied at present. Price
TEL. 1(8
Harbor 56-13.
l-tl right. Inquire WALDOBORO GA 245 MAIN ST.
4-T&Th-8
RAGE, 118 Park St. TeL 476.

WALDOBORO
Correspondent

CROSS’
PHARMACY

C

A Lesson On Words
MRS. RENA CROWELL

John Heald. Sic USN. returned
Monday to Norfolk. Va.. after pass
ing leave here with his parents. Mr
and Mrs. John Heald. Sr. He also
visited friends in Halifax. N. S.
Otis Sidelinger and Mrs Jennie
ALL CLASSIFIEDS—CASH
Cameron of Bath, and Mrs Amy
No classified ads will be accepted without the cash and no book
Cromwell of Woolwich were the
keeping will be maintained for these ads.
guests of Mr and Mrs. Fred Star
ALL MI ST BE PAID FOR
rett Sunday.
as received except from firms or individuals maintaining regular ac
Second class badges will be
counts with The Courier-Gazette. Count the Ytords—Five to a Line.
awarded and scouting will be pre
sented at a meeting of the inter
mediate girl scout troop, which will
FOR SALE
FOR SALE
be held at 7 p. m. Friday at the
tl HOUSE for sale. 21 BROADWAY Warren Grade school, the presen
0 Thomaston, right on Bus Line. In- tations to be made by Mrs. Freda
8“ 10
square feet.
Richards, scout leader. Parents and
J ! quire at Above Address.
! TWO Large Radiators for sale. | friends of the members of the
n i ROOKI AND POULTRY CO. 41 troop are invited to be present.
PUPPIES for sale: G
- j Tiilso.i Ave.
8-10 |
Shepherd. Cocker Spaniels
Virgil Hills has returned home
sona'ole. Stud service. LE
I! NICE early cut loose hay for
t
BOURGOIN. Albion
from the Maine General Hospital,
- sale. MAURICE LEONARD Tel. 1
g 1592-M1. Rockville.
8-10 j Portland, after having been a pa
tient there for several days.
,
FULL Set Book of Knowledge |
Il and 11 yearly supplements; 31 i Mrs. Clara Leach, inside guardian
I volumes bound in Blue Artcraft. of Mystic Rebekah Lodge has been
I! Excellent condition.
Reasonable | invited to serve as guest officer at
II price. HERMAN M. HART. 801 Maiden Cliff Rebekah Lodge,
|| Willow St. Tel. 135-M.
10
Camden Jan. 23.
Prescription Service || WEIR Brush for sale. Standing A joint meeting of the girl scout
11 or cut. Lowest price. CALL committee, and of the executive
Drugs - Sundries
£ Thomaston 168-21.
8*10
committee of the Warren ParentTEL. 1204
DRY Slab Wood for sale. Sawed, ! Teacher Association will be held at
| solit and fitted for the stove. De- .
373 MAIN STREET
| llvered $10 cord. TEL. 1456 .
8*lt , 8 o'clock Friday evening at the
ROCKLAND, MAINE
grade school.
92-Th-tfl |
EARLY cut baled Hay for sale: j
They Favor Fluorine
" 42 S. Main St. TEL. 254-W.
7*12 | The Warren Extension Associa
For packing shipments of fragile tion voted Tuesday to carry on the
able Saw & Jointer comb. $12:
merchandise,
nothing Ls more prac fluorine treatment for children of
Ford "A” Truck Trans.. $10. L
the town, as the project of the year
WOTTON. Morse's Corner.
7*1 tical than old newspapers Bundles
10 cents and up at The Courier- and the executive committee of the
CARRIAGE and Crib for sale Gazette
02*aw Association will co-operate with
both in good condition. MRS.
the special committee in charge of
ARNOLD BRYANT. 8 Beechwoo<
that work Due to a crowded sched
St., Thomaston, Me.
7*9
TO LET
ule for the year in the Association,
LARGE heated front Room to several special meetings will be
let, with 5 windows offering pleas- planned as extras. The next meet
an: view, centrally located; 35 MA
40 before 10 a. m and after 6 p m SONIC ST.
8-10 ing on shirts for all the family will
: ------------------------------------------------ be held the evening of Jan. 29 at
FOUR-ROOM Apt to let, all the home of Mrs. Marion Wyllie,
modem conveniences. Adults only. |
TEL. 1316, 14 State St.
8*10, clothing leader. The next regular
meeting will fall on Feb. 5.
TWO-Rm. Upstairs Apt. to let. I
Poodles, black, inoculated. Nil
“Hem-line Tricks” was presented
for middle-age couple, oil heat. In
DAN HARRIS. Hotel Rockland
uesday by Mrs. Marion Wyllie,
quire 12 WARREN ST.
8*10
Yankee Kennels. East Poland.
FOUR-Room unfurnished Apt. | clothing leader; and pressing of
to let; elec, stove. Partly heated; , clothing, was taken up by Mrs.
1 31 OCEAN ST.
7'9 I Mattie Campbell, at the meeting
EIGHT-Room House with oath to j held at the Congregational Chapel.
SWANHOLM. 1 Elliot St., Thomas
let; few miles out of Rockland on
ton. Tel. 371.
Botydish 5 & 10. Thomaston, now
STILL headquarters for apples. Route 17; car necessary; ideal lo
cation for children. Write D. L..
% The Courier-Gazette.
7*11 • showing newest Spring prints in
Fruit of the Loom percales at ,49c
THREE Rooms with bath, un- ,
ard.
8-10
furnished Apt. to let. For infor- i
6-8 |
Tel. 336, city.6-i 1 mation CALL 17.
DUTCH NECK
HEATED Apt. to let; 84 Talbot
STORM WINDOWS
Ave. Available Feb. 1. TEL. 966.
The local WjC.T.U. was very
Made of Guaranteed Rustless
6*8
Aluminum
MODERATE Rent to adults, un- :
BURROWES Corp, of Portland
fum 2-rm. Apt. priv. bath, re- |
Merton Benner. Mrs.
(.ash or Terms
frigerator. stove, cabinet sink. Good
E. T. LONG, Factory Rep.
Rockland location. TEL. Camden
113 Camden St,
2853
6*8 :
ance Through Legislation.” Deli! SMALL fur. Apts, to let. Apply
In Person, 11 JAMES ST.
149tf
FURNISHED Apartment, 2 or 3 '
condition. TEL. Warren 16-3.
■ rooms. JOHNSON. Ill Pleasant
St. Tel. 829-M.
144tf | Mrs. Addie Wotton is spending an
' TWO-Room Furnished Apt. to let, i
electric
Ranges,
Willow St. TEL. 939.
138tf
Mr. and Mrs. Matthew
i HEATED and unheated furnished
Apts to let V F. STUDLEY, 77
Thomas Winchenbach and Mer1 Park St
Tels. 8066 or 1234.
ltf
sale. $28; Tapestry Rug 9x12, $15 I SANDING Machine and polisher
to let. Also a Wall Paper Steamer
Inquire at SEA COA..T PAINT
Mr. and Mrs .Arthur Chute and
tt-r Ir. and Mrs. Fred Chute were in
H. WIGGIN, 11 Stanley Ave. Tel. rri *40 Vain (W
560-W.
PONTIAC Coupe (19321 for sale.
WANTED
Three new tires. TEL. 3f
after 6 p. m.
JUNIOR High Student wants
Mr. and Mrs. Warren D. Smith of
second hand Saxophone, reason
able price. PHONE 341.
8*13
HOUSEWORK or Baby Sitting
overhauled; 21 LINDSEY ST.. City. wanted. Write FANNIE B CAR
TER. 12 Blake Lane.
8*lt |
Edgar Wallace
Edgar Wallace died Tuesday
FIVE to seven-room House or
rificed for quick sale, $45; 80 Ma Apt. wanted to rent in vieinlty of
sonic St. PHONE 610.
Rockland for plant foreman. Call
illness. Mr. Wallace will be
ROCKLAND POULTRY CO. Tel.
1396.
148tf missed in the community where he
took an active part in all of the so
SECRETARY wanted. Apply at
CENTRAL MAINE POWER CO.. cial activities. He is survived by
, Main St. Office. Rockland.
8-10
West Meadow Rd. Tel 408.
,
USHERS wanted. High School •
boys, part-time work; must be 16 j dren. to which the sympathy of the
years old. Apply IN PERSON. community is extended.
Manager Strand Theatre.
7-9 |
BODY and
DRIVEWAYS wanted to plow
with tractor. EVERETT OREIGH- j
j TON. Tel. Thomaston 150-12.
FENDER WORK
7-9 |
LIONS’
COMPLETE PAINT JOBS
ANY TYPE TRUCK REPAIRS
BENEFIT DANCE
CESSPOOLS AND
RADIATOR CLEANING AND
SEPTIC
TANKS
REPAIRS
GLOVER HALL
Cleaned By Machine
ANY TYPE OF WELDING
WARREN

Rowling's Garage

Toetdty-TTtursdty-Satirtby
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KIDNEYS
MUST REMOVE
EXCESS WASTE
Nagging backache. Joss of pep and energy,
headaches and dizziness may be due to slow,
down of kidney function. Doctors say good
kidney function is very important to good
health. When some everyday condition, such
aa stress and strain, causes this important
function to slow down, many folks suffer nag
ging backache—feel miserable. Minor blad
der irritations due to cold or wrong diet may
cause getting up nights or frequent passages.
Don't neglect your kidneys if these condi.
tions bother you. Try Doan's Pills—a mild
diuretic. Used successfully by millions for
over 50 years, ft’s amazing how many times
Doan's give happy relief from these discomr
. '. . i-, - - .
l. ..... .. ... , , i .it
tern riusn out wasut. Get Doau a Pius touayl

. r• ■

advertising schedule was run in
more than 240 newspapers in all but
six of the 48 states, last July, Au
gust and September.
The new campaign, recently au
thorized by a seven man industry
committee and the Maine Develop
ment Commission will be financed
by a 25 cent a case tax, set up by
Legislature at the industry’s re
quest last February.
Copy is being prepared and placed
by the industry's advertising and
merchandising counselors, Brooke,
Smith. French & Dorrance of New
York and Detroit.

CIVIL DEFENSE

PUBLIC SAFETY

The selectmen of Union an
nounces that all town books will
be closed Jan. 31.
Mr. and Mrs. Charlie Burgess
were in Portland Saturday to call
on their son Frank at the Osteo
pathic hospital. The latter expects
to return home during the week.
Bethel Rebekah Lodge plans to
serve the Town Meeting dinner.
Friends have received word that
Mrs. Inez Cameron who underwent
an operation in a Brooklyn, N Y„
hospital, recently is consalescing at
the home of Mrs. Esther Morton in
Brooklyn, N. T.
Bethel Rebekah Lodge observes
Thomas Wildey night, Monday,
Jan. 21 Maxine Heath. Margue
rite Gerald and Muriel Heath are
committee in charge of arrange
ments.
Union Lions Club sponsors a
public card party Saturday night.
Jan. 19 at the Masonic dining
room, money raised to be used on
the dining-room fund project for
the new Memorial Building, and is
one of a series planned for this
cause. The following Lions are on
the project committee: Harold
Wiggin, Robert McKinley, Elmer
Goff; Warren Reynolds, Robert
Clark, Richard Gorden, Dr. Arn
old Walker. Albert Dirion, Howard
McAllister. Gilbert Doughty, Tauni
Hurmi, William Carver.
Kupples Klub
Kupples Klub of Methodist
Church met Monday night for the
January meeting Twenty couples
were present and enjoyed the 6.30
supper.
Committee for supper
were Mr. and Mrs. Edgar Barker,
Mr and Mrs. Holman Robbins, Mr.
and Mrs. Herbert Leach. The pro
gram committee: Mr. and Mrs.
Earl Butler and Mr. and Mrs. Her
bert Hawes introduced Mrs. Hilda
Leavitt of Waldoboro as the guest
speaker, who spoke on Japan, hav
ing lived there 9 months while her
husband was with the U. S. Army.
A short business meeting was con
ducted by President Avis Nichols.
Committees were announced for
the February meeting.
Methodist Pastor Honored
A reception for Rev. and Mrs.
John Baxter, pastor of Methodist
Church, was held recently in the
vestry. Nearly a hundred were

Mr. and Mrs William Little and
two children of South Bristol have
moved in their home they recently
purchased of Molly David.
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Poland and
two sons of Gross Neck spent Mon
day evening with her parents. Mr
and Mrs. Irvine Genthner and
family.
Stanley and Herbert Waltz were
in Augusta last Monday on busi
ness.
Mr and Mrs Sherman Smith and
two sons of Augusta visited Sat
urday with her parents, Mr and
Mrs Dewey Winchenbach
Mr. and Mrs. L C. Morrisey of
Winslow Mills spent Sunday after
noon with Mr. and Mrs. Aaron
Nash.
Mrs Mary Stephens, R. N . of
Portland spent the week-end with
her parents. Mr and Mrs. Herbert
Waltz.
Milton Eugley of Connecticut
recently ’/isited his parents. Mr
and Mrs Ralph Eugley
At the meeting of the Commun
ity Club last Thursday night the
following officers
were elected.
President Arthur Poland: first vice
president, Leona-d Pidwell: sec
ond vice president. Dewey Win
chenbach: secretary. Mrs Audrey
Krah; treasurer. Frank Sheffields;
and trustee for three years Stan
ley Cobb The next meeting will be
held Jan. 24
Mrs. John Foster and grand
daughter Anne Thomas spent sev
eral days in Boston last week.

OWL’S HEAD
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Solberg of
Ingraham's Hill
observed her
38th wedding anniversary Jan. 15.
Mr. and Mrs. Russell Thomas of j
St. George and Mr. and Mrs. Wil-'
ham Nuppula called on the couple
during the day.
Sally Stinson, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Norman Stinson observed
her seventh birthday with a supper
party Tuesday night. Jan. 15. A,
beautiful decorated cake featured'
the refresehments and games were
played. Sally received many nice!
gifts. Those present were Donna
Perry. Joanna Robarts, Bonnie Dy- i
er, Jill Farrell and Sallys brother
and sister, Billy and Sandra.

present to enjoy a program pre
sented by the committee: Welcome,
Avis Nichols; piano solo, Judith
Payson; solo, Cheryl Hawes; solo,
Bonnie Rich; solo, Ronald Bar
bour; piano solo, Audrey Goff;
monologue, Forence Calderwood;
group singing, young married
group; piano duet, Francis and
Katherine Guyette; reading. Edna
McKinley; remarks. Rev. Lyle Cal
houn, Rev. and Mrs. Baxter Mrs.
Martha Fuller presented them with
a gift of a tablecloth and napkins
Refreshments of sandwichs, cake
and coffee were served from a
prettily-decorated
table.
Miss
Florence Thurston and Mrs. Nina
Fuller poured.

Here are facts which every Maine
citizen should face
1— Russia has atomic bombs, and
is making more all the time.
2— Russia has planes capable of
delivering them.
3— Russia is able to wage biologi
cal warfare. She has scientists who
can prepare diseases for use against
our people plants and animals. She
has trained secret agents who could
BUY JHE TIRES
spread them.
4— It is known that German ex
perts who developed the deadly
YOU NEED NOW
nerve gases were taken into Rus
sia at the end of the last war, and
And Pay os Little as
that those gases could be used
against us.
5— It is possible for fifth column
ists among us to strike with all
WIIKIY
three types of weapons. They could
Aim DOWN IAYMIMT
begin work ahead of time, even
without waiting for a war to start.
There is no sore way of prevent
BITLER CAR A
ing these things, but there is a sure
HOME SUPPLY
way to keep them from knocking us
completely out. The way Is civil
(70 Main SL
defense.
’ Rockland, Me.
Civil defense is the business of
Tel. 877
everybody. If you are a farmer, if
you raise live stock or crops, you
are on the high priority list for
some kind of biological warfare at
tack. If you are not a farmer, but
a resident oi a small town, you still
have a special kind of civil defense
job—sheltering and caring for
bombed out people from other com
munities.
Wherever you live-in a large
BE6IM THIS NEW TREATMENT TODAY
city which is a natural target for
Relief ot latt lor luffoiori from god bladdv,
atomic bombs, or in a small town
ttomach and colie diifroii due fo lock of
Legal Notice
that may be called on for help—
healthy bile. Tbit new preparation called
you have a definite civil defense job
Public Hearing on the following MAGNACOl octi with remarkable effect to
to do. Find out what you can do application for a license to sell ttimulott the How of healthy bile, le fair
and prepare yourself for doing it. spiritous and vinous liquors will be
to yovrioH and begin fighting dittrtlt ot
Now!
held In the City Council Room, once with MAGNACOl. MAGNACOL may
City Building, January 28, 1952 at appear fo be on expomivo medicine, but
contidtring the roliol you will experience,
8.00 P. M.
the $2.50 it coifi omounti to only a few
V. F. W. POST NO. 2(99, INC.
ARTESIAN WELLS
cent! per dole. MAGNACOl (caution, uie
201 Main Street
only at diroctodl it told with a itrict money
Rockland, Maine
LEWIS HERBERT & SON
back guarantee if net delighted with
GERALD U. MARGESON,
DRILLERS SINCE 1912
rotultt. Sold only hy
City
Clerk.
Islesboro
TeL Dark Hbr 74-S
8-Th-ll Goodnow'i Pharmacy, Main A Park
55-tf
SU., Rockland—Mail Orders Filled

GALLBLADDER
HURTS?
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Our Language Must Be Hard
To Learn, Thinks Mrs.
Overlook
Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
Sometimes I cannot help think
ing what a big job a foreigner has
to learn the English language
when he comes to America, where
we can use one word to express six
or seven different uses and mean
ings.
Here in Pawtucket. R I., where
I am just now, I have a daily paper that carries a "Take My Word
For It” half column every day that
is quite interesting and instructive
to read. Today the word was
Awful, which truly is a much over
worked word, derived from the
word Awe, which means reverence,
so says Webster who further says
Awe also means fear. One might
fear an awful cold, but not rever
ence it.
As a bland young sophisticate
said: “Don't you think awful is
just an awfully awful word?
Here's another word, February.
How many of us pronounce it cor
rectly? Try it, then get the Dic
tionary. I tried it myself and
thought this, people from other
States say one can
tell a
Maine native as soon as he begins
to talk That is true of all States,
each one has its idioms. I read
Frank Winslow’s articles each week
and 311 and enjoy them, but in all
the years in which I have been a
correspondent for news and other
articles for The Courier-Gazette,
which have been many, I have
never met him and we live only
25 miles apart.
The purpose of this article was
not to give a lesson in English,
but to get to F W. an editorial
page for a copy of the Lewiston
Journal of March 6. 1930. At that
time I was a subscriber to the
Journal and saved every editorial
page because I was an admirer of
Arthur G. Staples and Alice Fro6t
Lord and their writings and the
Journal published many of my
poetical effusions called poetry.
Also under State Chat there were
many interesting items on Maine
people and places. Like Frank
Winslow s writings they made good
reading. Maybe I'm old-fashioned
but I'm certainly not a sophisti
cated modernistic of this Truman
Era of Scandals, where every mo
tion of the broom piles the politi
cal dirt a little higher. We must
start throwing bricks or be snowed
under.
Clara Overlook.
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Advertise In The Courier-Gazette
ORDINANCE NOTICE
Notice is hereby given that the
following ordinances had first
reading at the regular meeting of
the City Council held January 1(,
1952 and hearing thereon will be
held in the City Council Room on
January 28. 1952 at 8:00 P M.
THE COUNCIL OF THE CITY OF
ROCKLAND HEREBY ORDAINS:
Section 203-2 of Chapter 28. is
hereby amended by adding the fol
lowing :
The following area is hereby es
tablished as an Industrial E Zone
and the Zoning Map is hereby
amended accordingly:
"The land beginning at a point
on the southerly side of New Coun
ty Road at the easterly boundary
of the existing Industrial E Zone;
thence easterly along said south
erly boundary of New County Road
to the right of way of the Maine
Central Railroad; thence following
said right of way to the westerly
boundary
of
Luce
Avenue;
thence southerly 132’ along said
boundary to the rear lot line of
this lot; thence westerly along the
rear lot lines of the lots bounding
on New County Road to the east
erly boundary of the existing In
dustrial E Zone."
THE COUNCIL OF THE CITY OF
ROCKJiAND HEREBY ORDAINS:
Sestion 402, Schedule 1, of Chap
ter 25, is hereby amended by addl
ing the following:
“Southwest side of Maverick
Street from Birch Street to North
Main Street."
THE COUNCIL OF THE CITY OP
ROCKLAND HEREBY ORDAINS:
Section 402, Schedule 1. of Chap
ter 25, is hereby amended by add
ing the following:
"North Main Street eastern side
from James Street to Warren
Street.”
THE COUNCIL OF THE CITY OF
ROCKLAND HEREBY ORDAINS:
Section 402. Schedule 1, Chapter
25, is hereby amended by adding
the following:
"North Main Street eastern side
from Main Street to a point oppo
site the northern line of Gay
Street.”
THE COUNCIL OF THE CITY OF
ROCKLAND HEREBY ORDAINS:
Section 303 of Chapter 19, is
hereby amended by adding the fol
lowing sentence:
"Such permits shall not be transferable, and when use is discon
tinued, permit shall be returned
to the office of the Fire Chief with
the information as to the condi
tion of the installation and the
amount of flammable liquids left in
storage, and any contemplated
transfer of the same.”
THE COUNCIL OF THE CITY OF
ROCKLAND HEREBY ORDAINS:
Section 324 of Chapter 10, is
hereby amended by adding the fol
lowing sentence:
"Any person or persons working
on repair, maintenance, or new in
stallation of any unit that uses
flammable liquids, shall have at
least one 15 pound C.O.2 fire ex
tinguisher or one 20 pound dry
powder fire extinguisher within
easy reach at all times.”
GERALD U. MARGESON.
8-It
City Clerk.
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Mrs Alice Osgood was guest Mon
day and Tuesday of her daughter
and son-in-law Mr and Mrs Sher
wood Sprowl at Thomaston.
Mrs Carrie Fifleld who has been
passing the holiday season with
her daughter and son-in-law. Dr
and Mrs. V. H. Shields at North
Haven, left recently for Boston
where she will spend the Winter
with her cousin, Mrs. Carrie Pen
dleton. Enroute she will visit Mr.
and Mrs David Mills at Camden.
L. W. Sanborn and A. A. Peter
son attended the meeting of the
Island Community Medical Service
at North Haven. Monday.
Wesley Peacock manager of the
A&P store spent Monday and Tues
day at his home in Gardiner
Miss Emily Winslow recently ac
companied Mrs. Emily Wi’son and
daughter Rebecca of Rockland to
Clifton, N. J, where they are guests,
of Mrs. Wilson’s daughter, Dora.
The Elizabeth Hutchinson Bible
Class met Tuesday afternoon at
the home of Mrs. Andrew Bennett
w'ith a good attendance. Following
the business meeting, the afternoon

AN UNFORGETABLE EXPERIENCE

nearby and plays Bach on the or-1 commemorating the 200th annlverA public official who can’t stand
Why couldn’t Uncle Sam be used
gan so dear to him, an organ built sary of Goethe's birth. At this Fes- as a dependent in figuring income criticism has no right to be a pub
perhaps 20 years ago in the Baro-' tival Dr. Schweitzer delivered the taxes?
lic official
MRS ALLIE LANE
que style, the style of Bach’s time principal address
Correspondent
sits before the organ absorbed I Incidentally, Mr. Young says
Telephone 85
Russell Young, Formerly Of Thomaston He
Save time by using a Rubber
in his music—his eyes shut, his that Dr. Schweitzer is always a lithead bent over the keys, his whole tie suspicious of this country’s rap
Stamp on your checks when
Was In Contact With Famous
Mr. and Mrs .Fritz Swanson are
being rapt Mr. Young has a picture idity of pace; its motors and en
guests for several weeks at the
of Dr. Schweitzer at the console— gines, and the many mechanized
making up your deposit.
Dr. Schweitzer
homes of their sons, Fred and Sven
' a wonderful photographic study, contrivances confuse and puzzle
6wanson at Worcester, Mass.
with the light falling only on the , him.
The Union Church Chior will
head bent over the keys and on
At the same time the documen
(By Gladys St. C. Heistad)
j sidered the world's foremost auhold a cake and candy sale Satur
the elequent hands on the keys tary film was in progress, records I
One
of
the
great
men
of
our
thority
on
Bach.
His
writings
on
day afternoon, January 19 at 2 30
This photograph bears the inscrip were also made, to be released by J
TEL. 770
times—one of the greatest in the rehgion, music and philisophy are tion “A Monsieur Russell Young, Columbia at a not too far distant
at the Fifield Store.
•aw
world today—is Dr. Albert Schweit- authoritative and are read and avec
Richard Hammond of Auburn
bonnes
pensees — Albert date. <The film will not be ready
zer, medical missionary, musician, studied by scholars the world ov- Schweitzer." Needless to say it is a for release for some time yet.)
and Harold Wiggin, superintendent
philosopher and author. His work er He hears the degrees of Doctor ; treasured possession.
of Schools of Union were over
These records, made as he played
and devotion as medical missionary
Philosophy, Doctor of Theology,
night guests Monday at The MilOccasionally trips were made out the organ at his church, comprise
for over 35 years in his hospital at fJoctor °f Music and Doctor of into the country; to play on old or almost all Bach selections, although
gtlers.
Lambarene, French Equatorial Af- Medicine
gans dating centuries ago, some of there is Widor's Sixth Organ Sym
rica. where he administers to the
Before he had attained his 30th them untouched for years (Dr. phony and a Cesar Franck selec
poor and sick in the health shat- Vear. he had won three of his four Schweitzer said that when he went tion.
tering climate of the jungle, has degrees and was prepared to tin- to Africa, his friends said that he
Odds and ends of the talk with
won him fame and reverent homage bark upon his life's work as medi- had been saving old organs, now Mr. Young keep coming to mind.
lways
uy
Store Hours—Open from 8 A. M. to 9.00 P. M.
in all parte of the world.
I cal missionary, a dream he had he was to save old Negroes ) Dr For instance, Mr. Young mentioned
Including Sundays
He is a skilled organist and con- nurtured through all the years be- Schweitzer's evenings were given a trip Dr. Schweitzer made to Lon
Pete Edwards’
..............
fore.
over to numerous activities—per don. Al! that day he followed his
So it was rather exciting to learn haps packing more supplies, per usual routine of meeting people,
n I I * I ITU
Fancy Native Fowl
lb. 45c
was devoted to sewing and refresh
that a youngf man who is spending haps meeting more people, perhaps attending to various duties, playing
ments were served.
End Cut Pork Chops
lb. 53c
a few weeks at his former Thomas reading or studying, activities to oc- the organ, etc., and then left for
ton home—Russell Young—has re | cupy him well up to and long after London in the middle of the night,
lb. 29c
Pig's Liver
cently returned from a long sojourn midnight.
traveling third-class, as he always
in France where he and some
one
One da
dayy a f_j.jp
trip was made to ZuZu does, to save money to be used for
Bacon, sliced layer pack
lb. 49c
friends had made a documentary rich. Switzerland, to visit Pablo the poor. Traveling thus, sitting on
film and recordings of Dr .Schweit- Casals .the famous cellist, and a a hard bench, it is doubtful if he
lb. 25c
Broken Sliced Bacon
zer, and at the same time absorbing pe
rsonai friend of Dr.
persona!
Dr Schweitzer s.
s even got "forty winks” but upon arlb. 33c
Fish Bits
Bach, and with countless others. This was an axc
iting experience rival in London in the morning, he
axciting
sitting at the feet of the great And during
during the
the sojourn
sojourn at
at GunsGuns- embarked upon a day of activity
Pickled Salt Pork
lb. 32c
man When approached for a story
Elouad Nies-Berger, who has that would have daunted a much
this wonderful experience, Mr. won distinction as organist of the younger man.
to 6 Lbs.
Young most gracious.y consented j^ew York Philharmonic and conPictures of Dr. Schweitzer conSmoked Shoulders
lb. 45c
to tell us something of his sojourn, ductor of the Nies-Berger Chamber vey the feeling that he might have
but before doing so, it is not amiss orchestra, was in Dr. Schweitzer's as outstanding qualities gentleness
Roll Sausage
lb. 35c
to tell you something of Russell home. Due to boyhood and family and quietness. When this idea was I
—Half or Whole
Young, himself.
associations Nies-Berger has the expressed to Mr. Young, he smiled
lb. 79c
Boneless Hams
He is the son of Mr. and Mrs. unique privilege of a personal as and said: “He is gentle and quiet
Hollis Young, Beechwoods street, sociation with Dr. Schweitzer, and at times, but he has a very stubborn {
lb. 83c
Roll Butter, Springbrook
_ Thomaston, and is evidently one when Dr. Schweitzer was in the streak in his nature that makes
V,
, of those who have a hunger for United States in 1949, Nies-Berger him indomitable at times" And of
Fruit Cocktail
No. 2
can 37c
learning. For in addition to sever escorted him on a tour of inspec course when one thinks back, Dr.
al years of school and college, he tion of New York's church organs. Schweitzer could never have ac
Whole Beets
2 cans 29c
has studied piano (and has become
Nies-Berger has won particular complished all within his scope un
an accomplished pianist) and also distinction in programs of little less he had something besides gen
Yellow Cling Peaches 21/2 can 35c
voice. During World War II a year, 1^0^
rarely heard sinfonias. tleness and quiet Mr. Young says
Stokeley's Peas
2 cans 39c
of his service was in France where concertos and sonatas from Bach's he looks his 77 years. His face is
he learned to speak the language church cantatas. He and Dr. lined and tired.
Sugar
10 lb. bag 95c
fluently. He also speaks some Ger-' Schweitzer have collaborated and
This was an unforgettable exper
man. Last year he taught in a Ne are collaborating on complete edi ience for Mr. Young, an experience
Cabbage
lb. 12c
gro school in Harlem, N. Y„ con tion of Bach's Preludes, which is that none of us will ever have, we
vinced that the existence of recism the only missing part in the Widor- may be sure of that, and we are
Juice Oranges
doz. 39c
in a supposedly Christian democ Schweitzer edition of Bach's organ deeply grateful to Mr. Young for
racy is an anomaly which no Amer works. Dr. Schweitzer was an organ giving us this first hand and per
ican should tolerate.
student with Widor and retains a sonal picture of this great scholar
He is on the staff of the new re-! deep and lasting affection for the and humanitarian.
MAYNARD THOMAS, Proprietor
view "Cross Currents," recently man.
Comer Broadway and Pleasant Street
founded “to explore the implica-: Dr. Schweitzer’s only visit to the
Modern married couples don’t
Tender - foung Pig - Poik to Roast
Chine End Lb 53c
tions of Christianity for our times, ’ 1 united States was in 1949, when he realize what a tight fix they're in
TELEPHONE 1218
RIB ENO
and while on this brief vacation • was persuaded to attend the Goethe until they move into a modern
Pork Loins
UP TO 6 Lbs.
with his parents he is doing trans- festival given at Aspen, Colorado, apartment.
Raady to Eat
Face End Lb 69c
On Parade
I lations of articles that have ap- ,_______________________________________________________________ _
j peared in French periodicals. When
Cooked Hams
this vacation is over, he plans to 1
Fresh
Tender Yoing Poik To Roa»E
go to New York to study Catholic
McIntosh - Fancy Sweet Eating
Shoulders
social thought.
LBS 33c
Apples
Mr. Young and his friends were
Native Miilc Fed
in France from June to early De
Cortland
All
Purpose
Apple
4 to 6 LB A-e
ib 49c
Fowl
cember with Jerome Hill of New
IBS
York in charge of the making of the
LB
69c
33c
Apples
3
COOK
DRAWN READY 1
documentary film of Dr. Schweit
BELTSVILLE - Extra Mealy
zer, who maintains a permanent
Delicious - Fine Tasty Eating
LB 65c
Turkeys
6 > Lb. Av«.
home in Gunsbach, Alsace (near
cBS 29c
Apples
Colmar) where he is from time to
R THE OVEN lb 83c
j time chiefly to arrange for mediFancy Young Plump Native
Florida Babi-Juice ■ Juice Size
| cal supplies and other materials
Ready For
lb 59C
Ducklings °7hn, Oven
for his hospital in Lambarene.
2
doz
49
c
Oranges
Dr. Schweitzer, is might be ex
Delightful Oven or Pot Roast
plained, is an Alsastian and has a
Florida - Large Size
Bone
In
« 75c
Chuck Roast
great love for his native land, still
doz 29c
preferring to speak its tongue which
Tangerines
Lean, Rmdiess. Sugar Cured
is an outgrowth, or dialect, of GerNew
Lo*
p
'k«
LB
53c Andy Boy Crisp Pascal
Sliced Bacon
1 inan. However, he speaks both
LGE
Fernch and German fluently, but
Fresh Ground Lean Beef
BCH 19c
Celery
no English whatever.
L3 65c
Hamburger
With him at Gunsbach at this
Firm Red Pipe
time were two of the nurses from
CELLO
PKG 19c
Fancy
; his hospital, and the film covers
L» 23c Tomatoes
Mackerel
[ the daily life there during the pe
riod of 10 weeks, even up to the
j time he sailed from Bordeaux
bound for Lambarene to resume his
work. The film will show Dr.
Finest Yellow Eye, Red Kidney, R©a
Schweitzer in his home, meeting
people, playing Bach at the organ
'cans’
of his church nearby, packing medI ical supplies to go back to the hos10 LB
| pital, and also the hospital itself
All Purpose
Finast Flour
BAG 77c
in Africa.
I LB
83c
Marvo Shortening
CAN 30c
Mr. Young said he was constant
12 oz
ly amazed at the vitality of this
21c
Mirebe
1
Grape Jelly
JAR
man who was 77 on the 14th of this
I L»
Or Fineet Spaghetti
Macaroni
PKG 17c
month. He goes almost entirely
I IB
without sleep—only a few hours and
Highly
Refined
20c
Pure Lard
CTN
then he is up never later than 6.30
I LB
Corned Beef Hash
A
to face a day full to the brim with
CAN 37c
activities and movement around
2 LB
Cheese Food
LOA- 89c
him. Early in the forenoon he be
3 L3
LOWEST PRICED IN ITS FIELD!
Swiftning
CAN 93c
gins to greet people who come from
Thi* great new Styleline De Luxe 4 Door Sedan lists for leis than any comparable model in its fieldl
(Continuation of standard equipment and trim illustrated is dependent on availability of material.)
all over the world to see him and
talk with him. After lunch he some
Our Largest Seller Recommended for Infant Feeding
times rests for a brief period, then
Ml IL*
Evangeline
more people come. At 4 o'clock each
ITI S* 14a
Evaporated
afternoon he goes to his church
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CAIN’S
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PRICES ARE LOW AT

BOBILL’S

BOBILL’S MARKET

NINE APPLES?

WEEK'S BEST BUYS!

Baked Beans 2

47c

3:38c

Finest Peaches

Sl’c*d
<>•'• •-

Pineapple Juice

Applesauce

Fi—‘

33c

2 'cans'

can

25c
29c
73c
30c

can

31c

2

Red Salmon

’can"
can

**•'

Cloverdale Tuna

s™.

Shrimp

"can’1

Cli"’

Mayonnaise

Pie Crust

Fruit Cocktail

?atr

CsfMPt£4Si4-8-C'
Always

I

59c

s

faz

QUALITY

CAIN’S
, FRENCH

'dressing

For All Chrysler Make Can

oh

Dedge-Plymoath-Chrysler

23c

NATIONAL

DeSete

STORES

operation and freedom from vibration to low
cost motoring.

Vivid New Royal-Ton* Styling . . , with Bodies

New, smoother, softer ride for all passengers.

by Fisher that set the standard for beauty.

All these and many other advantages are yours
in the ’52 Chevrolets at lowest prices and with
outstanding economy of operation. They're
the only fine cars priced so low. See them now!

Alluring New Interior Colors . . . with two-tone
upholstery and trim harmonizing with body
colors, in all De Luxe sedan and coupe models.

FACTORY ENGINEERED
PARTS

'&!!“ 39c

Come, see the finest of all Chevrolets ... bril
liantly new for ’52 in all these exciting ways:

Radiant New Exterior Colors . . . widest and
most wonderful array of colors in its field.

2 PU‘s 29c

Grocery Prices effective at 115 Main St., Thomaata a—11 Central 3u. Rockport—29 Main St, Camdei
W* Reserve the Right to Limit Quantitie*

FIRST

8uy

(Jain

Cloverdale - Fine Table Quality

Margarine

•••

~7^ Oufy RttA G&tePRICED

SO

LOW!

New Centerpoise Power... engine is cushioned
in rubber to bring amazing new smoothness of

■ xtra-imeolb POWER

with New Automatic Choke, gives finest no-shift driv
ing at lowest cost. (Combination of Powerglide Auto
matic Transmission and 105-h.p. Engine optional ot
De Luxe models at extra cost.)

MORE PEOPLE BUT CHEVROLETS THAN ANY OTHER CAR!

Also Dodge Job-Sated
Truck Parts

NELSON BROS. GARAGE
IU MAIN ST. BOCKLAND. MB
1-0

SEAVIEW GARAGE, Inc.
689 Main Street, Rockland, Maine

: C-t»~ C^ct* .

AT KNOX THEATRE FRIDAY AND SATURDAY

Clement To Speak

THOMASTON

Belfast Banker Will Address
the Camden-Rockport
C. Of c.

Mom and Social Items, Notices and Advertisements may be sent
or telephoned lo
MHe> GLADYS CONDON. ERIN STREET. TEL. 113-3
Mr and Mrs Myles Weston, ac
companied by Mr and Mrs Boydoin Grafton are on a motor trip
to Florida and Key West
The regular meeting of the
American Legion Auxiliary will be
held Friday night at 730.
Rev John Fitzpatrick of Lime
rick has accepted the call at the
Baptist Church and will begin his
duties March 1.
Thomas Robinson. Jr. of Miami,
Fla .was called here by the death
of his father, Thomas Robinson

Bowdish 5 & 10. Thomaston, nowshowing newest Spring prints in
Fruit of the Loom percales at 49c
per yard.
8-10

Former Rockland Girls Sail On Luxury

Audie Murphy. World War 2 hero, second from left, plays the title
role in Universal-International's new Technicolor Western, “The Cimar
ron Kid." also starring Y'vette Dugay with Beverly Tyler heading the
supporting cast. Audie Murphy is shown above with James Best, Hugh
UBrian and John Hudson, left to right, members of the notorious
Dalton outlaw gang in ‘The Cimarron Kid," directed by Budd Boetticher
and produced by Ted Richmond. On the same program: Rod Cameron
in "The Sea Hornet."

Ship To "The Land Of the Vikings"

cruises to the "North Cape. Russia,
and the Lands of the Vikings." so
I asked the agent to wire for res
By Mary Hall
ervations.
’Why." said he, "all
reservations were taken last May.
Memories of a “Cruise to the loaded and plod along at half
That ls the most expensive and
North Cape Russia and the Lands speed.
the most beautiful ship out of NewI put on my hat and went to York to the North Cape. It’s im
of the Vikings" on the luxury ship,
town to call on the agent for the possible to get anything at this
the "Kungsholm'' in place of the
Johnson ships. He informed me late date.” But he wired when I
planned trip on the freighter, that the next Johnson ship wasn’t
insisted, and two people had can
■Margaret John-on," are present coming to Honolulu but would sail
celled their reservations, so we
ed by Mary E. Hall in the following from Los Angeles. I wanted to took them. What luck! Then
installments:
go just the same, so he arranged we had to plan a whole new trip.
W’e did plan to go to South a fine trip for us.
There wasn't time to get the moneyAfrica this Winter, but our agent
We were to leave Honolulu the back from the four ships, so we
couldn't obtain passage for us. first of June, on the luxury liner drew on our letter of credit and
It is just as well as January has ''Lurline” which takes five days started over. Before we left Hono
been a terrible stormy, rough to Los Angeles. Then spend a week lulu I said that I didn't want to
time on the Atlantic. So here we there visiting friends and sail cross the United States as I had
are spending our first Winter in June 18 on the “Margaret John taken that long trip by train, the
Spruce Head and what a Winter! son” through the Panama Canal year before and I did not want to
However, we are warm and cozy in to England, taking just one month. to go to Russia as I wasn't inter
our home by the sea. We shall From England we were to take ested ir. their crazy plans. How
go South the first of March and that, lovely yacht, the ' Stella Po we hated to give up that long
then next Winter to South Africa. laris" for the North Cape Cruise. freighter trip on the "Margaret
While living in Hawaii for 25
After that we planned to travel Johnson" and also the "Stella Po
years. I wras able to take many in Norway. Sweden and Denmark laris." that trim, beautiful motor
long trips. I had a year off every for three weeks and then leave Eu yacht. Later we did see her in
six years and three months’ va rope for New York on the "Grips— Bergen, Norway, and was able to go
cation every Summer from Puna- holm.” Fly from New York to all over the ship. Now we are go
hou Academy.
San Francisco and leave on the ing acToss the United States byAs it is over 6000 miles from “Matsonia” for Honolulu.
train instead of going through the
Honolulu to Rockland, we had to
We had visions of a lovely, rest Panama Cana] and we are going to
travel quite some distance to get ful trip on the "Margaret John Russia. However, we are on our
started.
son" as we had the owner's room way and are going to Norway. Swe
During my Spring vacation, one and could wear slacks by day and den and Denmark as we planned
year. I said to Martha. "I have a evening clothes by night. Friends
When we got back to the Corey ’s,
yen for some good salt spray How gave us lots of books, magazines Harry said, Mary, you don't look
would you like to take a trip to and picture puzzles for the lazy very depressed. I wouldn’t be sur
the blond countries?”
Martha days. We paid for our tickets for prised if you went to the North
wasn’t very keen about it. as we the five ships and the airplane. Pole.” Well, we are crossing the
had taken three long trips to Eu All we needed was just spending Arctic Circle and are going to Ice
rope and she had no idea about money.
land.
any trip anywhere.
It was a perfect day when we
Now. for our new trip: We left
I had just read in one of our left Honolulu on the "Lurline.” Los Angeles by train for New York,
Honolulu papers that one of the There were lots of people on board i stopping off two days and a night
ships of the "Johnson Line” was that we knew, so we had a gay i at the Grand Canyon of the Color
in port. Right away I decided I time for the five days. It was ado as Martha had never been
would like a fYeighter trip as I a very glamorous trip as usual, but there. Arriving in New York, we
have always wanted to take one. after crossing the Pacific 14 times, stayed at the Statler Hotel, visited
Most freighters have quarters com I didn’t get thrilled.
Radio City, dined at the famed
parable to the luxury of big cruise
Harry and Alice Corey met us in McDougall Italian restaurant and
ships as to comfort and staterooms. Los Angeies and we had fun visit shopped.
They have large, outside rooms, ing them and going to M.GM. in , We left our slacks, books and
amidships with real beds and a the evenings to see Several movie puzzles in California as we weren’t
private bath. The "Johnson Line” productions as Harry was the di sailing on a freighter, but on the
being Scandinavian, would have rector of the sound department. stylish "Kungsholm."
good food and smorgasbord every One day Harry suggested that I . We sailed from New York at
day. Then, one is rarely seasick call up the "Johnson Line” and midnight. It was a very gay sail
on a freighter as they are heavily verify our sailing of June 18. I ing with over 40 New York mil
did that, and they said, "We are lionaires but that didn’t worry its
having a strike, the ‘Margaret
as most of them proved to
Camden Theatre Johnson’ has not left Vancouver I any.
be delightful people and we didn’t
NOW AND FRIDAY
and we do not know when she will care much because we didn’t have
Paul Douglas. Janet Leigh
sail.”
trunks full of beautiful gowns. As
Keenan Wynn
“What a blow! All of our plans Russel Crouse, who was on the
“Angels In the Outfield" spoiled and tickets on four ships cruise says, "a cruise has many
Cartoon: Fuddv Buddy Buddy
that we couldn’t use. We didn’t things in its favor.” And we found
want to spend the Summer in Cali it so.
fornia. We did want to go to Eu
(To be continued)
THURS-FRI.-SAT.
rope to visit the blond countries.
The Gripping and Little Known
The greatest trouble with some
We then went to Los Angeles to
Story ... of Germans who
confer with the Swedish agent. I folks is that they insist on convers
braved damnation by their
knew about the
"Kungsholm ing about things with which they
countrymen . . . and risked
Cruise,” the very best af the many arc ..Gt conversant.
their lives and futures ... to
bring World War II to a
speedier end!!!!
FRIDAY AND

SATURDAY

ANOTHER GRAND DOUBLE FEATURE
He Lecftfie Lat.
Great OUTLAW

ftomtess...

ROCKPORT
MRS NANCY I. COMPTON
Correspondent
Tel. Camden 2050

Mr. and Mrs. Luke Dorr and sons
Claude F Clement of Belfast,
who has just been honored for his of Rockville. Conn., spent the
service to 4-H Club work in Maine, week-end with her parents, Mr.
j and Mrs. Charles Cavanaugh.
will be the speaker at the Winter
Albert Rhodes left Wednesday
meeting of the Camden-Rockport on a business trip to New York.
Chamber of Commerce which will
Wesleyan Guild met Wednesday
be held next Thursday night, Jan.
night at the home of Mrs. Bea
24. at the Congregational Parish
trice Richards. A surprise stork
House. President David Nichols an
shower was given to Mrs. Alice
nounces this week. Mr Clement was
Welt by the members
awarded a plaque Dec 28 at the
Special communication of St.
38th annual State 4-H Club Contest
Paul’s Lodge Monday night at
held at the University of Maine,
7 30. Work in the Fellowcraft De
presented by Arthur L. Deering,
gree on three candidates. Refresh
Dean of Agriculture at the Univer
ments will be served following the
sity on behalf of the state Exten
meeting.
sion club department.
Methodist
Church
Quarterly
Mr. Clement is a director and
Conference will be held Friday
cashier of First National Bank of
night Supper is being served at
Belfast and chairman of the agri
6 p. m. by the members of the
cultural committee of the Maine
Wesleyan Guild.
Bankers’ Association. He originated
Mrs. Nana Wentworth, Mrs.
the plan by which the Maine Bank
Hattie Small and Miss Florence
ers Association has been giving sev
Wentworth visited Mr and Mrs.
eral registered dairy calves to
Jesse Allard in Spruce Head, Sun
worthy 4-H club members in the
day. Mrs. Wentworth is remaining
state as foundation stock for fu
; for a longer visit.
ture herds.
Grammar School’s Basketball
Promoting agricultural products
teams played Camden at Camden
of this area, and closer relations be
Friday afternoon. The Rockport
tween farming interests and busi
girls won and the Camden boys.
nessmen are projects of the Cam
Thursday the Grammar School
den-Rockport C. of C. agriculture
teams will play Thomaston at
committee. A sub-committee, head
Rockport after school.
ed by Merton Lake and Robert
Mrs Roberta Simmons Smith
Laite have recently raised funds
was in Bo-ton over the week-end
here to sponsor seven lambs for
to meet her husband, GM ISC
breeding purposes for youngsters
Clyde Smith. Mr Smith has just
in the 4-H Sheep Club.
arrived from Korea and has re
Mr. Clement has been closely
ceived his discharge.
identified with agricultural develop
Douglas Norbeck, son of Mr. and
ment. The N. E Farm Finance
Mrs Stanley Norbeck is ill at his
News" published by the Federal Re
home.
serve Bank of Boston, devotes the
Fred A Norwood Relief Corp6
front page of its current issue to the
will meet Friday night at the home
story of the Maine Farm Manage ( : Mm E.i-lyn Heath, wfith Mrs.
ment Conference at Orono in De
Alice Marshall assisting as hostess
cember and says: "No account of
Mrs Diana Pitts is spending the
the conference would be complete
Winter months at the Copper
without mention of Claude Clem
Kettle in Rockland.
ent. whose energy and enthusiasm
The Girl Scouts
sparked the program planning and
Girl Scout Troop Committee met
laid the foundation for the meet
Monday night at the home of Mrs.
ing.”
Mr. Clement is an excellent Marian Cash The troop’s registraspeaker and will have a message of i tion was made out and sent in to
much interest at the meeting next i headquarters. The committee dis
Thursday night. Arrangements for cussed problems and activities to
the meeting are in charge of the be done through the year. Mrs.
C. of C. meetings committee. Alex George Norwood gave a demon
stration on stenciling and each
ander Gillmor, chairman.
member stenciled two or three
No friend can advise you as well outlines. Present were Mrs Mari
as your conscience.
an Cash. Mrs Beatrice Richards,

whose funeral services were held
Tuesday at Davis Funeral Home.
The PTA. will meet tonight at
the High Schood building. 730
Trooper Frank Powers of the
Maine State Police Troop D. will
conduct an informal discussion on
the new motor vehicle laws. Reireshments will be served.

TO NORTH CAPE, RUSSIA

STRAND THEATRE TODAY-FRIDAY-SATURDAY_ J |

CAMDEN
MRS KENNETH HERRICK
Correspondent
TEL 2197

Mrs. Warren Merchant is a pa, tient at the Camden Community
Hospital.
Miss Thelma Hannon spent the
week-end as guest of relatives.
Mrs. Ted Eaton spent the week
end with her husband who is em
ployed in Kittery.
Mrs. Adria Dailey is a patient at
the Camden Community Hospital.
An Exhibition will be given Sun
day afternoon at the Snow Bowl at
three o’clock by George Gardiner,
age 54. who will come down the ski
slope on a scooter made by himself
Mrs Florence McDonald and Miss
Evelyn Thompson spent the week
end visiting with Mrs. McDonald’s
son and family at Portcmouth,
N. H
The St. Margaret's Guild of the
St. Thomas Episcopal Church an
nounces the following officers to
serve for the coming year: Presi
dent. Mrs. Isobel Crockett; vice
president, Mrs. Josephine Haynes:
secretary. Miss Anne Boynton and
treasurer. Mrs. Mabel Weymouth
Miss Hazel Witherspoon will be in
charge of publicity.
Seaside Chapter O.E.S. Elects
Seaside Chapter, OEjS. elected
the following officers at their reg
ular meeting Monday night. Worthy
Matron Katherine MacFarland;
Worthy Pa’.ron. Elmer True; Asso
ciate Matron, Natalie Parker; Assoj date Patron. Robert Cain; Secre
tary, Louise Walker; Treasurer,
Lillian Shaw; Conductress, MaryAlley; Associate conductress, Gert
rude Fogg. Mrs. Mary Mitchell was
elected to a three year term on the
finance committee. Philemon Pitch
er for a two year term, caused by
the resignation of Elmer True. Mrs.
Dorothy Whitney, D.D.G.M. of
District No. 11 will be the installing
officer at the installation, the date
of which wfill be set later. A covered
dish supper will be served proceed
ing the next regular meeting, and,
members are asked to bring prizes

Two Army intelligence officers, played by Gary Merrill (center) and
Richard Basehart (right,, explain their daring spy mission to German
prisoner of war Oskar Werner in a suspenseful moment for “Decision
Before Dawn,” 20th Century Fox’s important drama which opens at
Rockland's Strand Theatre today for a three day engagement. Complete
shows will begin daily at 2.00. 6.30 and 8.30 and patrons are cautioned
that due to the length of "Decision Before Dawn” the 6.30 show will
begin with the feature picture being shown immediately.

Mrs
Dorothy McPheters. Mrs.
Alice Simonton. Mrs. Arline Wood.
Mrs. Katherine Stone. Mrs. Ivis
Cripps, Mrs Katherine Pound,
Mrs. Nancy Compton, Mrs. Ann
Young and Mrs. George Norwood.
Kathy Dodge Entertains
Kathy Dodg.e daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Henry Dodge, celebrated
her fourth birthday Saturday
Kathy received many nice gifts.
Those attending were Chummy
Berry, Erwin and Jean Sprague.
Bruce Woodward. Susan Colby.
, Joyce Crockett, Kathy Phillips.
Janice Kinney. Brenda Hall. Skip
! per Wentworth. Shirley Welt. Rose
I mary and Jay Barrows, Sharon and
Warren Roberts. Brad Young of
Thimaston; Glen and Lynn Weeks.
Gerald Ober, David and Edward
Reed, all of Rockland; Candace
Dodge of Augusta; Stevie Jameson
of Thomaston. Mothers attending
were Mrs Barbara Woodward, Mrs.
Juanita
Colby,
Mrs.
Dorothy
Crockett, Mrs. Beatrice Phillips.
Mrs Helena Kenney, Mrs Lucille
Hall, Mrs. Blanche Wentworth.
Mrs. Alice West, Mrs Caroline
Barrows, Mrs Mildred Roberts,
Mrs. Marjorie Young, of Thomas
ton; Mrs. George Weeks. Mrs.
Thomas. Ober. Mrs. Carl Reed. Jr

of Rockland; Mrs. Edward Dodge
of Augusta: Christie Dodge, Mr:?
Ardelle Jamison and Mrs. Mar
jorie Brodls. Unable to attend were
Marlene Hall, Roger Brodls, Mrs.
Lorenzo Dodge and Miss Evelyn
Milliken.

Advertise In The Courier-Gazette

As Busy as
Cupid in Springtime
are the wheels of our new
Automatic Printing Press
But we will find time to do
your work—bring in your order.
It will recede careful, prompt
attention.

THE COURIER- GAZETTE
JOB PRINTING DEPT.
RICHARD P. LUFKIN, Supt.
22-aw-tf

iTipsors Touring
'

By Carol Lane _____
Wer’-m' ~...... '

We can all do without rush
hours—especially we motorists.
There is at least one occasion
when the motorist can avoid
the car-crush completely.
When he wants to have his car
serviced.
Service stations like any
other busi
ness have
uncrowded
hours on
week days
when they
can give
your car im
mediate at
tention. In
addition, al
most all stations provide a free
“pick-up” service to and from
your home or business parking
area.
Many motorists, when they
want a lubrication job, oil drain
or minor repair performed,
leave their cars at stations on
the way to work. Suburban
ites usually choose Saturdays
for the job when the service
station is invariably jammedup. Or they'll come on a Sun
day when the station is shorthanded. Consequently they
waste much time just waiting
to get noticed
Why not Just pick up the
phone next time and let service
come to you!

j

t

Hera's Mw answer for motorists who have trouble getting their
|

engines le turn over these icy mornings—who flnd

they stall frequently, too. Il's winter-grade CALSO!
This specially formulated gasoline for winter driving vaporizes

faster, ignites quickly, koapt your motor running smoothly
in severest weather. So expect more—get more—with

wiofor-grado CALSO, product of the world’s most modern refinery.

WALDO theatre

Today, stop in oi the familiar big red sign for
a tankful. Discover for yourself why

WALDOBORO—TEL. 100
Every Evening at 8.00. Matinees
Saturday at 2.00. Sunday at 3.00.

Shows: 2.00—6.30—8.30
NOTE: Evening Show
Starts with Feature
ttarring

COMING SUNDAY
RANDOLPH SCOTT
JOAN LESLIE

ROD CAMERON* ADELE MARA
ADRIAN BOOTH'CHILL WILLS

“MAN IN THE SADDLE”

Shown at: 3.00—8.00 P. M.

(In Technicolor)

-TODAY —

Shown at: Lit—6.30—9.30

“THE WELL”
"Hl-*1.30—6.30—7.15

THURSDAY-FRIDAY
JANUARY 17-18
Steve Cochran, Philip Carey
Mari Aldon in
“THE TANKS ARE COMING”
SATURDAYONLY
JANUARY 19
Errol Flynn, Miriam Hopkins
Humphrey Bogart
Randolph Scott in
"VIRGINIA CITY"
STARTS SUNDAY“MY FAVORITE SPY"

CALSO is the Now Big Nome in gasoline!

FREE BOOKLET! "CAR CARE during the Emergency."
Asit for your copy ot your CALSO station.

Exped more...£et wore
PRODUCT
.

t-od.maf: -CALSO" and "BPM"

s

»•«. u. $. fat. Of.

OF

THE

CALIFORNIA

OIL

COMPANY

“db> MARITIME OIL COMPANY, ROCKLAND, MAINE
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Social Matters

Mrs. Edward L. Estes of 20 Or
The Rockland Emblem Club will
ange street is seriously ill at the meet on Thursday night at 8 o'clock
Miles Memorial Hospital in Dam at the Elks Home. Chairman of the
ariscotta.
committee on arrangements is Mrs.
Rose Soffayer assisted by Mrs. Vi
Mrs. Florencia Roach is opening vian Whittier, Mrs. Doris Moores,
her home to the Rubinstein Club and Mrs. Flora Carroll. A regular
members Saturday morning at 10 business session will be held.
o’clock for a musical program and
The Kola Klub of the Methodist
coffee. Mrs. Frances McLoon has
arranged the program. Mrs. Esther Church will hold a supper meeting
Rogers will pour and Mrs. Roach tonight at 620 in the vestry. The
will be assisted by Mrs Margaret guest speaker will be Donald Chase,
Margeson and Mrs. Doris Ames.
classification officer at the Maine
State Prison.
Mr. and Mrs. Edwin E. Webber
spent the week-end in. Boston as
Mrs. E Carl Moran, Jr., has re
guests at the Hotel Touraine. While turned to her home on Chestnut
there they attended the Icecapades street after being a medical pa
and visited relatives in Milton. tient at the Maine General Hospi
Mass The trip was planned in tal, Portland the past two weeks
honor of their 25th wedding anni
January Clearance Sale on
versary which occurred Jan. 15.
Coats, Snowsuits and Dresses now
Now closing out the remainder of going on at the Children s Special
our Fall stock at one-half the reg ty Snop. 375 Main Street, over Par
7-8
ular price. Alfreda Perry.
8-8 amount Restaurant.

&ll Sl»j
400 MAIN STREET

SALE!.. . reduced

for the first time

A party wa srecently given for
Pfc. Air Force Edward McLellan
of Rockland at the home of Mrs.
Perley Black, St. George road. Re
freshments of coffee, cuke and
sandwiches were made by his
mother. Mrs Everett McLellan and
Mrs. Gladys Black He was pre
sented gifts and a sum of money
by friends. Musical selections by
Edwin Roberson, Arthur Crockett
and daughter Marlyn were enjoyed.
Guests present were Mrs. Lillian
Keller, Mr and Mrs
Arthur
Crockett, daughter Marlyn and son
Arthur, Jr., Mr ‘ and Mrs. Elisor,
Metcalf, Mr. and Mrs. Everett
McLellan, son Edwin and grandArthur, Jr.. Mr. and Mrs. Ellison
Moon, all of Rockland; Mr. and
Mrs Edwin Roberson and daugh
ter, Phyllis. Mrs. Frank Black, son
Sonny, of Glenmere; Mr and Mrs
Walter Black, Mr and Mrs. Perley
Black, daughters. Marion and
Eleanor of St George road and
Mr. and Mrs Russell Reynolds of
St. George.
The League of Women Voters of
Rockland met Monday afternoon
at the home of Mrs Charles Whit
more. Broadway. Mrs. F M. Fa
ber presided in the ab ence of the
president, Mrs. Horatio C Cowan
After the busine.-s meeting Mrs
Harold E. Jackson spoke on "Coun
ty Government." The overall pic
ture held so much material that
this session will b» followed by a
unit meeting on Jan. 28 at the
nome of Mrs. Jackson. Tea was
served by the hospitality chair
man, Mrs. Sherman Rokes. assisted
by Miss Charlotte Buffum and
Mrs. Archie Bowley. The February
meeting will be in charge of Mrs
Robert Hybels who will lead a dis
cussion on the New National Pro
gram of the League of Women
Voters and explain the organiza
tion of the League.

The Oddfe and Ends of the Con
gregational Church will meet to
night at 7.30 in the parlor. Mrs
Elzada Barstow, Mrs M. bel Barn
ard and Mrs Edith Billings will
be the hostesses.

Knox Medical Association Auxiliary Formed
n

Charter members of the auxiliary to the American Medical Association formed for Knox County al
the Hotel Rockland Tuesday evening Left to right, seated, are: Mrs. Gram Lawry, Jr., Rockland, treasurer;
Mrs. Clyde Swett, Island Falls, the state president; Mrs. William McLellan. Camden; Mrs. IL J. Weisman.
Rockland. Knox County Auxiliary president, and Mrs. Paul Millington of Camden, secretary. Standing
are: Mrs. Howard Apollonio. Rockport; Mrs. Ilarrv Tounge, Camden: Mrs. Fred Dennison. Thomaston; Mrs.
Wesley Wasgatt and Mrs. Gilmore Soule, both of Rockland. All are physician’s wives.

Ivan Leroy Erickson, son of Mr
and Mrs. Earl Erickson celebrated
his fourth birthday Tuesday after
noon by entertaining friends at his
home at 134 Rankin street. Among
Ivan's gifts was an electric phono
graph and the children greatly en
joyed playing nursery rhymes and
ether records Mrs. Erickson showed
movies of Florida and Vinalhaven
Balloons and story books were giv
en each little guest as favors. Re
freshments including birthday cake
was served Guests were Mrs. Cor:ie Hughes and son Joey. Mrs
Belen Young and son Mark, Mrs
Barbara Knowlton and son Phil
ip and daughter Sally. All of tlie
elders were former Vinalhaven res
idents.

Reduction on all Hats. Jessie
Browne Club wil meet tonight
Aylward Hat Shop, 375 Main St.,
Mrs.
Charles Whitmore,
over Paramount Restaurant.
7-8 with
Broadway.

You’ve admired them

Ladies'

on thousands of
smart women

SHOE

SALE

Our Most Popular

CHARM

One of Rockland's oldest fire
men. Ellison Metcalf, aged 68 W36
given a birthday party at the home
of his step-daughter, Mrs. Perley
B'.ack, St. George road. Refresh
ments of sandwiches, cake and
coffee were made by Mrs. Arthur
Crockett, Mrs Perley Black. Mrs.
Walter Black. Miss Marion Black
and Mrs. Everett McLellan
Mr.
Metcalf was given many gifts and
a sum of money. Music was fur
nished by Arthur Crockett of Cam
den. Guests were Mr. and Mrs
Everett McLellan and son Pfc.
Edward McLellan, U S. Air Force.
Mr. and Mrs- Ellison Metcalf, Mr.
and Mrs. Ellison Moon, son Roger
daughter Patty, all of Rockland: 1
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Crockett, son J
Arthur Jr.. daughter Marlyn of
Camden; Mrs. Forest Black and
Mr. and Mr-. Russell Reynolds,
St. George; Mr and Mrs. Walter
Black, son Walter. Jr., Mr and
Mrs. Perley Black, daughters Elea
nor and Marion of St. George road

STEP
NORTH HAVEN

9.95 VALUE

$4.95

i_

Odd Styles

1

USUALLY

$2.95
$35.

ENNA

JETTICKS

ODD STYLES
$5.95

NOVELTY

STYLES
Need We Say More . . . Come Early

$2.95

LATEST STYLES FOR MANY SEASON WEAR

SALE! COATS

Don't Miss

r

mrs.

FINE LUXURIOUS FABRICS

*20

BELL SHOPS - -400 Main Street

Robert flaiford Beverage
Robert Halford Beverage passed
away at his home on the North
Shore, North Haven, January 12,
1952. He had been in poor health
for several years.
Mr. Beverage was born in North
Haven on Jan. 19, 1904, son of
James N. and Lettie Thayer Bev
erage.
He resided in his native
town all his life. He received his
education in the Island Schools.
He was affiliated with the North
Haven Grange and attended the
Baptist Church.
For many years he was employed
on the roads of North Haven and
later he worked as a farmer
until his health failed.
Mr. Beverage was married to
the former Ellen Parsons who sur
vives him together with three chil
dren. Roberta. Frances and Hugh
He is also survived by two sis
ters, Mrs. Vernita Arey and Mrs.
Dorothy M Howard and by five
brothers: Ray M„ Carl N. Edward
M. of North Haven and Theodore
E. and Alton T. of Connecticut.
Funeral services were held in
the North Hhven Baptist Church
on Tuesday. Jan. 15, at 2 p. m. Rev.
George R. Merriam officiated. In
terment was in the Fuller Ceme
tery. The bearers were Albert L.
Beverage, Alton 6 Calderwood,
Lawrence
I. Grant, Owen F.
Grant, Paul fi Start, IJoyd Whit
more.
in Th<» Corrler-Oazett*

RUBBER STAMPS

SHOE STORE

AD'Y SIZE
On Order at

At the Walk-Over Sign

THE COURIER-GAZETTE

rockland, mains

A comprehensive synopsis ol in
formation and statistics on the
status of Indians in Maine was
distributed for the first time at
the annual meeting of the Maine
Council of Churches Thursday in
Portland Rev. Harland G. Lewis
of Bangor, chairman of the com
mittee on Social Education and
A-tion presented the material on
behalf of his committee which au
thorized the booklet.
The booklet not only contains
carefully-documented information
but also comments, suggestions and
recommendations
from
several
sources loa’ung toward an im
provement in the status and lot of
Maine Indians.
It brings together, probably for
the first time, material gathered by
researchers representing the In
dian Rights Association, the Ameri
can Friends Service Committee,
Leonard Borman, of the Depart
ment of Anthropology of the Uni
versity of Chicago. Martial D Ma
ting, Portland attorney, the Inter
group Relations Department of the
Congregational Christian Church
and others.
The survey deals with such
topics as the housing and health
of the Indians, arrangements and
statistics on education, economic
conditions, including government
subsidies, both State and federal,
recreational opportunities, moral
cc.:.fition.s, delinquency and crime,
trim: government, legal and citi
zenship status, and many similar
topics.
Tne booklet includes recommendai. :is for action, six of which
were prepared by the representa
tive of the Indian Rights Associa
tion. Lawrence Lindsey of Phila
delphia. 0".i frim the American

PORT CLYDE
Mr and Mrs Charles Kinney
and daughter Donna of Plainville.
Conn., who visited their parents,
Mr and Mrs. Dewey Thompson
over the holidays, have returned to
their home
Rev Kenneth Davis, who re
cently visited his parents, Mr. and
Mrs. Forrest L. Davis, has returned
to Richmond, Va.
Dennis Simmons, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Ivan Simmons has enlisted in
the service.
Robert Saunders and daughter
Rosemary were recent guests of
Mrs. Saunders, returning to Pratt
Whitney, Hartford, Conn.
Mr. and Mrs. O. C. Wayne Steele
have returned to their home in
Newport, R. I., having visited Mr.
and Mrs Clarence Thompson the
past two weeks.
Mrs Rose B. Seavey and Mr. and

Winthrop, Mass., Jan. 12.
To The Courier-G izette:—
I enjoy your fine paper very
much. I wish all papers would get
along without liquor ads. I hate
them in papers and radios and
television. My father was a seacaptain, hailed out of Rockland
and never touched "rum" he called
it, all his life. His name was Capt.
Joshua Nickerson Rowe How mad
he used to get when his crew would
come aboard drunk and couldn’t
hoist a sail, and a day would be
lost so the sailors could "sober up."
The invitation your paper gives
to attend Church I think is just
what is needed to spur people oil.
I have Just been in Rockland
My son, Edward Rowe Snow, kid
naped me in Winthrop and took me
on his lecture trip to northern
Maine at the Maine Central In
stitute." Then we kept on down
to Rockland arriving midnight at
John G. Snow's home. I stayed
a couple of nights with his folks,
and visited all my cousins, then
met Edward in Portland where he
gave a broadcast Tuesday after
noon, and evening lecture at Port
land High School.
Your State was beautiful with
lovely snow on trees and hills, and
roads good.
God bless you and your paper
Alice Rowe Snow.

NORTH WALDOBORO

Smith-Pearse
Miss Flora Adele Pea rse. daugh
ter of Mr and Mrs Ralph Pearse
of Hope and Dana Alme Smith,
son of Mr and Mrs. Robert Smith
of Dayton were married Saturday
afternoon, Jan 5. at the home of
Mr and Mrs. Robert Mealey in
Dexter Rev. A Alien Brough of
the First Baptist Church officiated.
The bride wore a Winter white
suit dress with corsage of pink
carnations The couple were at
tended by Mr and Mrs Robert
Mealey
A wedding luncheon was served
with a wedding cake made by Mrs.
Donald Holsapple The table was
attractively decorated with a cen
terpiece of cut flowers.
The bride is a graduate of Cam
den High School and Colby Col
lege. She teaches at Ellsworth
High Schoo!, where she has been
a member of the faculty the past
three years.
Mr. Smith is a graduate of Hollis
High School and received further
education at Bates College and
Yale University. He is a graduate
of the University of Maine and
taught at N H Fay High School
in Dexter for two years after
his graduation
He has been
teaching this year at Winslow
H igh School, but has recently re
enlisted in the U. S Navy, where
he is a reserve officer and ex
pects to be assigned to duty soon.
Guests at the wedding and
luncheon were Mr and Mrs. Don
ald Holsapple Robert Antognoni,
Mrs Helen A. P Hatch and little
Barbjra and Robert Mealey and
Mr and Mrs Robert Mealey, all of
Dexter

Miss Joan Robinson of Gorham
State Teachers' College, spent the
week with her parents, Mr. and
story is told. The Sunday School
Mrs Levi Robinson.
begins at 9.30 and morning worship
Mr. and Mrs. Wilbur Mank and at 10.30.
Mrs John Victor Ghighi were call- t
ers Sunday afternoon on Mr. and
"I •■ I '/ette
Mrs. Eugene Feyler.
Sunday dinner guests of Mr. and
Mrs. Harold Smith were Mr. and
Mrs Francis Roy and two children,
Judith and Gerrard of Union, and
Public Card Party
Mr. and Mrs. Paul Green and
daughter Sandra.
Rockland Hotel
Mr. and Mrs. Virgil Morse, Sr.,
were callers Sunday afternoon of
Mr and Mrs Lavander Newbert.
JAN. 21—8 P. M.
Mr. and Mrs Everett Shuman
and Florence Mank were callers
Benefit Hadassah
of Maude Mank Monday afternoon.
8-9
Methodist Church
The North Waldoboro Methodist
Church is encouraged by the in
crease in the Sunday School; also
in the morning worship. Last Sunslay besides the regular Sunday
School work, a Bible story was
discussed and an illustrated film
strip to bring the beautiful story
I home to the children more forceAll Types of Commercial
| fully. Last Sunday the story was
Photography;
Groups,
The Good Samaritan."
Mr.
Emery, the pastor, is teaching a
Weddings, Industrial.
class of girls and boys beginning
M a r i n e and Insurance,
next Sunday. In the early part of
Aerial.
the church service a children's

COMMERCIAL
PHOTOGRAPHY

Mrs. Stoness Harford of Boston,
arrived at the New Ocean House
for the week-end to attend the
wedding of Miss Darlene Watts and
Emery Simmons.

Sidney L Cullen

TEL. 907 or 770

ALL WORK GUARANTEED
____
97 •«

Barbara adams

These Bargains!
McLAIN'S

Are Being Considered By the
Maine Council Of
Churches

Friends Service Committee which
in 1951 conducted a Work Camp
on Indian Island, and one from
the Committee on Social Education
and Action of the Maine Council
of Churches
Copies of the booklet may be se
cured and are recommended for
the use of study groups and indi
viduals interested in the needs of
Maine Indians. They may be ob
tained by writing the Portland
office of the Maine Council of
Churches, 97A Exchange street, the
price being 10c per single copy, or
75c for 10 copies.
The committee hopes that
men's and women’s clubs, church
groups, youth organizations, serv
ice clubs and others interested in
this situation will make use of the
booklet and help to bring the in
formation it contains before Maine
citizens.

Winthrop Reader Glad To
See Liquor Ads Kept
Out

Correspondent
Telephone 75-13

Advertise

REGULARLY TO $35.

Needs Of Indians

'Your Fine Pa per"i

NEWBERRY!
~UT RAT€ COSmeTICL
WEEK-END
SPECIALS
100 s 5 Gr. Aspirin 15c

Pint Rubbing
Alcohol Comp.

19c

WIDE

^'CT»S

1000 s i/4 Gr.
Saccharin

vd.

59c

Reg. 2.69
Vitarex-Perles
100 s Multi-Vitamins
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Lotion

50c

$1.25
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33c
36” WIDE

big vayve

the finest Pure
JTa n-‘‘

$1.00
12.75 DuBarry Cream

$1.75|

16.00 Helena Rubinstein

Hormone Twins

“

fVANNHL

2.25 Dorothy Gray
Dry Skin Mixture

Sr.pcrbe

*

Quaffiy

$1.98, or 2 for $3.00

2.50 H. H. Ayer
Hand Cream

GINGHAM

$3,501

Revlon Aquamarine
| Lotion and Flower Mist|
$1.00 .. ..

MV fi"t qua”4*

PRINTED
WIDE 80x80

UNBLEACHED

MUSLIN
See how much you savej
w hen you sew vour own i
pillow cases and sheets™^
tr YD.
REGULAR 33c
YD.
Be Sure To Get Plenty

:25c yd,

flannel
keg. 19c YD. ’

\9

43c yd.

»■

12.25 Dorothy Gray
Cleansing Cream

.251
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KNOX-LINCOLN SCHOOL PRESS CLUB NEWS ITEMS
Kippy Kamival Kommittees Are Selected

PICK THE WINNER CONTEST

RHS Freshman Wins National Art Prize

Prophet Snowed Under By Students In
Predicting Unpredictable Games
game for the Tigers who should
win by 45-41
Lincoln Academy at Boothbay
Harbor—This is the big one of the
K-L season. A win for Lincoln
could salt the flag while a Boothbay
victory means a top tie. It ia close
to even money but I'll stick with |
Boothbay on their own floor by
42-41 .
Waldoboro at Thomaston—Su
perior height and a deeper squad
t .« SJ|* !•*
Mir-.v
should add up to a Waldoboro win Art Awoffl
by 47-36.
Camden at Wiscasset—The Mus- i Celia Crie Has a Charcoal
tangs ambushed the Redskins by
Drawing Reproduced In
eight points at Camden and should j
The American Girl
be able to do it again, especially as j
Celia Crie, 14, Rockland High
their flickering flag hopes depend
Freshman has been awarded a
on a victory. Camden by 43-35.
Warren at Union (probably will prize by the national Girl Scouts
be played at Rockland.) Union magazine "The American Girl” for
should have little trouble here by a charcoal drawing recently pub
67-39.
lished.
Rockport at
Appleton—Coach
Celia, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
The trio which will head the activities of Kippy Karnival this year. Left to right are: Bobby Gard
ner who was co-chairman last year as a Junior and w ho has the top chairmanship this year. Mrs. Ivy Hart
Sutherland should be able to get a Ernest Crie of James street, Rock
of the faculty in whose hands has rested the direction of the Karnival for several years, and Richard Han
good look at his reserves In this land, submitted the drawing to the
ley, who Is the Junicr member of the executive staff.
one. Rockport by 59-38.
magazine for consideration in its
the faculty supervisor who Is
Rockland JV at Brunswick JV— section titled ”By You." In this
charged with guiding the Karnival
On their own floor the young Dra section of the Scout magazine, the
Annual Show Set For Feb. 14; Gardiner Is to a successful conclusion Her work
gons should come through with a publishers accept the best of Girl
in past years has been outstanding.
48-39 win .
Scouts stories, poems and art work
General Chairman; South Sea Isles To
In other games not in the con for publication each month.
The committee heads and mem
test, I like the Lincoln girls over
The drawing, showing a Winter
bers as appointed by the faculty
Be Theme Of Event; No Junior Play
Boothbay by 39-35; Waldoboro scene, was published in the Janu
are listed as follows:
girls over Thomaston by 47-39; ary issue and is reproduced below.
Entertainment; Robert Annis and
Celia Crie, 14, looks over the Girl Scout magazine which gave her the
Camden girls by 57-32; Union girls She received a check for $5 in ex
Shirley Nelson. Faculty adviser,
The 24th annual Kippy Kamival Thursday evenig preceding the Mrs. Gatcombe.
by 56-28; and Whizz Kids of Rock change for the drawing and publi first opportunity to have art work published. At the upper left is a re
production from the magazine, in exact size published, of the Winter
will be held in the Rockland High Karnival. The Kamival was held
port by 59-35.
cation rights. The original was ap scene which won the young lady a prize and national recognition In
Decorating, George Hooper, Ellen
School Thursday, Feb. 14.
Friday afternoon and the ball oniSuljdeg Pacuity
proximately 8 by 10 inches in size. Scouting circles.
advisors. Miss
„ ,
.
Friday evening, in the high school. Reardon, Mrs. Connors and Mr.
She had not taken art lessons
Each year the Karnival is the
WHS 44- Union 41 Mayo Girl Named from a professional prior to doing
. .
This year, the Karnival will be Barnard.
mo6t important event on the school ...
Students7 Chance
C.H.S. Council
held on Thursday afternoon and
the drawing. Rather, she had taken
Bail; Ruth Tootill and Charles
calendar Upon its financial sue- evening in the high school. The ball Sewall with Mr. Levitt.
Rally Saves Boys’ Game For Thomaston High School up art work because she liked to
cess, depends many of the school's will be held in the Community
Printing; John Ware, Diane Mc
Senior Is Good Citizen- 1 draw and followed in the footsteps Montford Pease President Scholarships Are Offered To
Waldoboro; Union Girls
activities, including the athletic| Building on Saturday, Feb. 16. The Auliffe and faculty advisor Mr.
of her father who is handy with
Of Camden High Student
Those Planning To Enter
ship Candidate
In Smashing Win
the pencil and brush too. She is
program It is also the one time of: junior class Pla? wiU
held in McKinney.
Governing
Board
“Maine”
March
Booths; William Pease, Ronald
Roberta Mlayo, 17, Thomaston now taking an art course in high
Waldoboro High rallied in the
the year when all the classes, and
At a meeting of the Student
The South Sea Isles will be the Marsh. Faculty, Mr. Grant and closing minutes to take Union at High School Senior, was chosen school which offers her one period
The University of Maine will
every individual in the school
of art study daily.
Council held last Jan. 3, the fol award 60 or more Freshmen
setting of the show and the deco- Mr. Thompson.
Tuesday
as
the
DJt.R.
Good
Citi

Waldoboro
Wednesday
night
44-41.
writes for the one purpose.
! rations will center around this
Naturally, Celia is more than lowing officers were elected: Presi Trustees Scholarships to Maine
Kween; Robert Gardner, Rich
The first Kippy Karnival was theme. The big show is about to go ard Hanley and Mr. Hybels of the The game was does all the way zenship candidate from the school, elated at her success in submitting dent, Montford Pease: vice presi secondary school graduates who
held in 1928 It differed from later in rehearsal and the hula-hula faculty.
and at the end of three periods Principal Clyde Hatch has an her first drawing for publication. dent. Alfred Darrow; secretary, plan to enter the university next
I Clean-up; William Hoch and the count was knotted at 29 all. nounced. The award is based on In fact, she is so pleased with the Minnie Tranquillo.
Kamivals in many ways. A central skirts are in the making.
September, according to an an
theme was not employed Booths
The committee in charge is se-' Robert Leach. Faculty Advisors,
Other members of the Council nouncement by the University.
The first quarter had seen the leadership, scholarship, and citi whole procedure that she hasn’t
were decorated in many styles and lecting the song numbers and try- Mr. DiRenzo, Mr. Daley, Mr.
even cashed the check she re are: Seniors; Ronald Banks, Alton
These scholarships will be grant
home team step out to a 9-3 lead zenship.
colors. The most important booth outs are being held. This is a de- j Boothby.
ceived from the publishers well be Parker, Barbara Haynes. Juniors; ed in varying amounts up to $265,
which
had
narrowed
to
22-18
at
She
has
been
a
member
of
the
was the one that sold cooked food viation from other years when
fore Christmas.
Publicity; Mary Glendenning,
Halsey Murch, John Giffin. Soph-' the cost of tuition for one year,
The cooked food usually filled a students were permitted to choose Judith Campbell, faculty, Mrs halftime. Union went ahead at National Honor Society for two
She is a member of Troop 9 of omores; Basil
Arau, Filomena This is the fourth year the unione point in the last quarter but years; was edtior of the Junior the Girl Scouts which is led by Mrs. Tranquillo. Freshmen; John Chris versity trustees have made these
seperate room and made more their numbers.
j Coughlin.
money than other concessions.
General chairmen of the event
Finance, Carol Elwell and Judith failed to hold the advantage.
tie, George Gilmor.
particular scholarships available.
Sea Breeze and assistant editor Robert Hybels.
Por many years the Junior Class are Robert Gardner and Richard Burns with Mrs Robinson of the
Marshall Payson, at center for
The awarding of the scholarships
of the Sea Breeze. She has been
play was held on Wednesday and Hartley. Mrs. Ivy Hart is once more faculty.
Union, was the scoring leader with
will be based on scholastic ability,
19 while Sophomore Wayne Web a member of class play casts tor
financial need, and good citizen
ber set the home team’s scoring all four years and its president
ship.
"Nuts And Bolts" pace with 11. Score:
of the Student Council this year.
Objectives of the Freshman
Waldoboro (44)—DePatsy 1 (1), She is also president of the Senior
Trustee Scholarships, according to
Slow Game At Thomaston Resulted In a the University's announcement,
Union—The new gym was heated
Rockland—The General Business Thomaston PTA Rehearsing B. Wilshire 1 (3), Hahn 3, Kuhn 1 Class.
(1), Walter: Brown 3 (1), K. Levenfor the first time Wednesday and Club sold candied apples during
are "to help students of ability and
Zany Play For Showing saler;
She was a member of the Jour
Webber 5 (1), Karam; R.
35-23
Tally
On
Tuesday
Afternoon
work is going forward on the floor noon hour Friday and realized a
promise to attend the university
nalism
and
French
clubs
her
At Watts Hall Feb. 15
Levensaler 3 (2), Schfleld (1) R.
and interior. It is thought that it tidy sum for the club treasury.
who would find it impossible to do
Junior and Senior years and won
will be ready early in February.
so without financial aid, and to
The Thomaston P.T_A.
an Wilshire.
second prize in the Junior Prize
Rockland—A basketball rally was
Union (41)—Grinnell 3, Howard
make available the educational
Speaking contest. She was also a ————— ----------- Thomaston girls won over RockCamden—At a class meeting held held Friday with Pat Bisbee in nounces the cast for a three-act
1 (1); Payson 7 (5); Payson 7 (5);
Wnrron Qi-xoi-i l/or
I :and at Thomaston Tuesday after- opportunities offered by the uni
member of the Student Council
Jan. 2, the Sophomores chose Bar charge. Tile cheer leaders taught comedy play “Nuts and Bolts” to
warren opeaKer
noon 35_23 p,.obai)1y the smaHest versity to a greater number of
Goff 3 (1); Day 1. Barker; New
her Junior year. She was vice
bara Crabtree as their representa the students a new routine of be presented Feb. 15 at Watts Hall.
bert 2, Austin.
a 1 11 •
r»
•.
crowd in the history of the two promising young men and women
president of her class as a Fresh _
tive to the Student Council.
cheers during the meeting. Speak
The cast includes the following
of the State.”
U.H.S. Girls In Upset
man and secretary and treasurer Dental Hygienist Described schools watched the dun game
ers
were
team
members,
Justin
Rockland—The French Club has
favorites
of
former
local
stage
pro

Recipients will be selected by the
The
Union
girls
played
their
best
Fluorine
Treatment
Of
It
was
the
first
time
in
three
as
a
Sophomore.
She
has
been
a
held two candy sales this week Cross, Bobby Gardner. Carroll
game of the season to take Wal member of the Glee Club and
years that a Black and White sex University Scholarship Committee
ductions:
Cole.
Bob
Annis
and
Bill
Hoch.
Teeth
To
Parents
during the noon hour with good
tet has been able to take a decision after each candidate has been for
mixed chorus for all four years.
Albert Elliot as Dr. Hippocrates doboro 41-32 in a surprise.
sales resulting.
Camden—Second quarter exams
Miss
Dorothy
Bryant,
hygienist
The Union girls hopped into a
over their city neighbors and they mally accepted for admission to the
She played four years as a regu
Joy and Russell Kelley as delight
university. In making their select
13-point third quarter lead and lar in basketball and softball, was of the Dental Division, Skate De were happy indeed.
Union—A large number of the started Wednesday afternoon with
High School boys attended supper the seventh period classes. Exams ful, lovable Twink Starr; Gaye coasted in with the second team co-captaln during her Sophomore partment of Health, presented a
Both teams were far off form, ions the committee will consider
at the Methodist Church Wednes for the sixth, fifth and fourth Stetson Payson as the maid who playing the final quarter.
year and captain in Junior and concise explanation of the fluorine I with Thomaston having good first information given on application
Period scores were 10-10; 24-15; Senior years.
day night at the invitation of the periods are being given today, and can’t help winking; Walter Chap
j and fourth periods while Rockland forms, recommendations of the
treatment, at an open meeting. showed best in the middle sessions. headmaster or principal and teach
Rev John Baxter. Following the those for the third, second, and man as the colored porter, who is and 34-21. Coach Betty Ladd de
Roberta
is
the
daughter
of
Mr.
information
provided
by
meal he spoke on life in the navy, first periods, tomorrow. Students afraid of lunatics; Warren Whit scribes the win as a team vlctorly and Mrs. Robert Mayo of Knox Friday evening at the Warren ' The home team had a fairly good ers,
grade school, under the auspices first quarter with Faustina Gushee citizens of the community, and
with which he was stationed as a are to be present until their last ney, a young intern, Jack Gordon. and had high praise for the work street, Tbomaston.
examinations are taken.
The following are new names as of the guards.
of the Warren Extension Associa carrying the scoring load and they recommendation of the university's
chaplain during the war.
Score:
Rockland—Second quarter exams far as local plays are concerned:
1 tion, with a large attendance of led at the end 12-6. However, they director of admissions based on
Vinalhaven—Rehearsals for the
Rough, But Fun
Ruth Hall, Bernita Bolt, an active
parents.
Union
(41)—Tolman 5
(2).
slowed in the second session and high school records and scholastic
fourth annual presentation of the will get underway the latter part
Miss, very much in love. Bertha Moody; Carroll 8 (1). Carver;
"There are two methods by Josie Soboleski did some nice aptitude tests.
of
the
week,
probably
starting
as
Over
on Vinalhaven where the
“Hi-School lli-Jinks” began Mon
Spear who is the manager of the Knight 5 (2), Howard; J. Upham; high school basketball teams are which this treatment may be ad shooting to pull Rockland back into
The University’s announcement
day night under the direction of you read this item.
Bolt Sanatorium; Lenora Davis, as Juanita Upham; Richards, Lemar. having heavy going in their first ministered," she pointed out, "One contention at 17-13 at the half.
indicated that one-half the amount
Arthur Brown, Allen Simons, as
Camden—Miss Florence Titeomb,
the melancholy oook and Carence
Waldoboro (32)—Caldwell, Jone; season-long schedule Coach Chet by adding a percentage of it to
The same margin of four points of each scholarship will be credited
sistant, and Gay Peterson, dance State Itinerant Teacher Trainer,
Butler, as Cadwallader Clippy; Eugley 9 (3); Maxwell 4; Wade Nelson has the right attitude: "We the town water supply, and the separated the two after three quar against Fall semester tuition char
ro'.stine instructor.
visited the Camden Home Eco
Gordon DeWolfe as Phineas Plunk 1 (1); Hilton, Moody, Osier, Lev are low men on the totem pole, but other by local application to the ters at 25-21 with Thomaston still ges and the remainder for Spring
Rooklandi—The basketball sched nomics department Monday. Jan ett; Ina Keizer as Miss Prunella ensaler.
semester charges.
are having a heok of a good time,” teeth, by a dental hygienist. Due leading.
uary
7.
ule pencils sponsored by the
Fig; Elizabeth Pease, as Mrs, Ger
to teeth growth, the ages best for
Passing of both teams was very ."If their University record and
French Club have had a good sale,
Rockland—Report cards will be tie Glossop and Jack Marks, as
such applications are three, seven, poor and neither had much luck financial need warrent, recipenta
being very popular with both the distributed on Jan. 25.
Wilbur Glossop.
10 and 13. "The treatment should with foul shots. Thomaston sank of freshman scholarships will be
students and the townspeople who
be an annual affair once started. six for 18 and Rockland one for eligible as upperclass students to
follow the games.
apply for further aid through
Grade 1, Mrs. Teeney
served by Bruce Fifield, Patricia Approximate cost for children of nine during the game.
Warren would be $180 a year, ac
The final quarter saw the visi scholarships, campus employment,
Rockport—The Rockport High
Paul Iott and Sharon Colpritt. Gac and Cynthia Karl.
tors lose their shooting eyes en or loans.” the announcement said.
Seaside
Wonderland
Carnival,
Our spelling honor chart con cording to the number enrolled.
are absent due to illness.
It was brought out at the meet tirely as they scored only two
"The University offers opportun
Grade 4, Mrs. Pendleton
spoke to us about her stay at the
sponsored by the Junior Class will
tains the names of Iris Small, Dan
Christine Payson has left to go.
be held on March 27. 28 and 29.
Before the Christmas party on Hyde Memorial Home for suSetaoi
iel Porter, Elaine Winchenbach and ing that forms will be sent home points while for Thomaston Tinker ity for a limited number of young
to school in Connecticut.
to parents, for permission to use Ifemy and Kay Keizer sank single men to help themselves financially
Children in Bath.
Gerry Grover.
Union—Mrs. Blaine Ambler, who the last school day of 1951. we en
this treatment on their children’s baskets and Bobby Mayo three to by working in university cafeterias
Aleene Kaler and Gloria Godfrey
Grade
6,
Mr.
Bowers
Many
thanks
to
the
mothers
in
taught at the high school last year, joyed a play presented in Mr.
or by boarding themselves in the
teeth.
clinch the verdict.
our
room
who
furnished
such
a
nice
The following pupils have very have birthdays this month.
visited the school this week. She Bower’s room for the entire school.
Mrs. Willis Moody, Jr., chairman
Josie Soboleski was the leading university cabins," according to the
Christmas party. Mrs. Karl, Mrs.
Grade 1, Miss Webster
will soon leave to make her home This was followed by the party in good attendance records: Frank
Dailey, Mrs Ripley and Mrs. Little of the Warren Extension Associa scorer with 14, followed by Bobby announcement. "There are also
in California.
each loom where refreshments Baudanza, Gordon Fish, Mary Kirk,
We welcome Jeffrey Madore to
opportunities for a limited number
came to serve cake, cookies and tion, introduced the speaker of the Mayo at 13. Score:
Rockland—Kippy Karnival of were provided by the parents and Patricia Kirk, Darrell Micue, Rich our class and lose Barbara Barker punch. Mrs. Dow gave each child evening.
Thomaston (36)—(Mayo 5 (3), of young women to live in The
1952 will open on Thursday Feb. 14. teachers, were served.
Keizer 3; Ifemy 3 (2); Gushee 3 Elms, the women’s cooperative dor
ard Mitchell, Patrick Moran, Judy who has moved to Gardiner.
an ice cream bar.
Already the drive for funds for
Wayne
Labonte
Is
celebrating
his
he
reports.
(2); Edwft,rds; Burton; Glidden. mitory. Earnings or savings from
Savoy,
Daniel
Scalise
and
Florence
Rockport—John Cavanaugh, a the polio victims has brought a
Grade 2, Mrs. Rogers
birthday this month.
He also sends along the following
Rockland (23) — Soboleski 7; such sources can be estimated to
Withee.
member of last year’s graduating hearty response.
We have only one January birth
Fluorescent lights have been in
schedule changes: the Alumni game Bohn 1; Crie, Billings 3 (1); Ilvo be between $10 and $20 for the
class, has joined the Air Force.
day to be observed, that oi John
Grade 5, Miss Luce
stalled in the room.
which was to have been played nen, Porter; Hutchinson; Bums, year."
Conant.
CHS Girls Hit 50
Union—The Union Lions Club is
We had a very interesting Chri3Dec. 18 still has no date set. A game Galiano.
Grade 3, Mrs. Dow
Grade 2, Mrs. Smithwiek
sponsoring a card party at Masonic mas letter from Christine Wiggin,
has been added with the Bucksport
your date with a vegetable corsage,
January birthdays will be obHall on Saturday night. Proceeds who recently moved to Kingston, Roll Over Crosby To Make
The following pupils have re B team on Feb. 13. A home series
girls I Plan to attend and have a
Camden
F.H.A.
will be used to furnish the dining Mass.
cently celebrated their birthdays: with South Bristol High is still in
53-8 after three quarters.
good time.
Half
Hundred
Victories
room in the new Community BuildPlans are nearly completed for
Grade 5, Mrs. Niemi
A substitute forward, Filomena Eugene Colson, Laurel Smallwood, the works but no date has been set.
On Coastal Courts
Iwg which the club has taken as a
The Bucksport High B team won Sadie Hawkins Dance Due; the F.H.A. annual baked bean pub
Hazel Bickford and Donna Pou
Tranquilla, was high scorer with Barbara Goodrich and Patricia
project.
over Vinalhaven at Vinalhaven
lin have brought plants to school
The Camden girls reached the 50 19 as Coach MoCobb cleared the Hughes.
Vegetable Corsages For lic supper.
Grade 3, Miss Baker
Friday night by 48-34.
The essay contest conducted by
Camden—Saturday, Jan. 19. the to help decorate the room. Several mark without defeat Wednesday bench in order to keep the score
the Male “Victims”
Twelve of our girls participated
Doucette of the visitors was their
the Public Utilities of Maine Is
F.H.A. girls are going to have an pupils have brought In pictures. afternoon when they turned back within reason. Joan Bennett was
Come on gals, here is your nearing the final date, and the
ail-day trip to the Snow Bowl, Three boys, Earl Withee, Jr., Leroy the weak challenge of Crosby of next high with 12. Camden lineup: in a doll show in which the “little high scorer with 15 points, most of
their new them on long shots that kept his chance! It’s “Leap Year,” and the Camden FH.A. chapter has 17
M. Crabtree 1, Galanti 5, Nucclo; mothers" introduced
where they are going to enjoy Fowles and Dennis Teel are mak Belfast High 63-12. As the score in
their classmates. team ahead. However, Davis of the FH.A. is sponsoring a Sadie Haw contestants. This announcement of
skiing, skating, and tobogganing ing a blackboard drawing for the dicates, the game was little more B. Crabtree 6, Tranquillo 9 (1); M. “children" to
then target practice for the Tide Bennett 3 fl). J. Bennett 6 (1); Santa had certainly been most home team had game high of 22. kins dance in the near future. So final state and county winners will
They plan to bring a box lunch month of JanuaryThe return game will be played get your man now and bring him be in the Spring at a banquet at
for one meal and roast hot dogs 1 Last. Friday afternoon. Barbara which swept to a 29-2 first period Drinkwater, Oray, Coathup: Lunt, generous. The display was made up
at Bucksport on Feb. 13.
to the big dance. You even furnish U. ol M.
oi uiauy doll types.
and marshmallows in the evening. > Philbrook, lrom Miss Luce's room advantage; 41-0 at the hall andj Knobs, talon, sawyer.

The second week of The CourierGazette’s Pick the Winner contest
saw no less then four contestants
picking five out of seven correctly
with the result that one having the
smallest point spread in his scores
was the winner; In this case it was
12 year old Charlie Mahoney of the
Rockland McLain School who had
a spread of only 60 for the Sevan
games which was remarkably good.
Second prize went to Camden
High Sophomore James Sylvester
whose point spread was 81. Third
wjiner was Thomaston High Sen
ior Sumner Ward who just beat
out Waldoboro’s Stephen Ludwig
whose spread was 99 while Ward
had 91. Three others: Arthur
Strout of Thomaston. Dean Esancy
of Appleton and Paul Merriam of
Rockland had four for seven which
was a good showing.
Seven games are on the list for
this Friday as the wheel of fortune
6pins for the third time List the
scores of the six together with your
name and school, plus class and
send to Bob Mayo, Box 741, Rock
land. Entries must be In by Friday
night and any school student, boy
or girl in Knox and Lincoln coun
ties can enter. Here are the six to
gether with my predictions.
Rockland at Brunswick—Rock
land won the first one here by five
points, and if they continue their
form of the Houlton game, should
take this one too. It is a crucial

THS GIRLS WIN OVER ROCKLAND

NOTES FROM ALL SCHOOLS

TYLER SCHOOL EVENTS

PURCHASE STREET SCHOOL

$,
v

